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Revealed in Makkah 

 ِ�ْ�ِ� ا�ّ�ِ� ا���ْ�ـَِ
 ا���ِ��� 
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most 

Merciful.  

 اْ�َ#ُْ" ���ِ� ا��ِ!ى َ�ُ� َم� ِ�� ا���َـَ�ِت َوَم� ِ�� ا��ْرِض 

34:1 All praise is due to Allah, to Whom belongs all 
that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth.  

 َوَ�ُ� اْ�َ#ُْ" ِ�� ا��ِ(َ�ِة َوُهَ� اْ�َ#ِ&�ُ� اْ�َ%ِ$�ُ� 

His is all praise in the Hereafter, and He is the All-
Wise, the All-Aware.  

 ِمَ
 َی1َْ�ُ� َم� َی0ُ�ْ ِ�� ا��ْرِض َوَم� َیْ%ُ�ُج ِمْ,َ.� َوَم� َی,ِ+ُل
 ا���َ3ِء َوَم� َی1ُْ�ُج ِ��َ.� 

34:2 He knows that which goes into the earth and 
that which comes forth from it, and that which 
descends from the heaven and that which ascends 
to it.  
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 َوُهَ� ا���ِ��ُ� ا4ُ5َ�ْ�ُر 

And He is the Most Merciful, the Oft-Forgiving.      

 All Praise and the Knowledge of the Unseen belong to Allah 

Alone  

Allah tells us that all praise belongs to Him alone in this world 
and in the Hereafter, because He is the Giver and Bestower who 
gives to the people of this world and the Hereafter, the 
Sovereign and Controller of all.  

Allah says:  

َوُهَ� ا���ُ� � ِإَ�ـَ� ِإ�� ُهَ� َ�ُ� اْ�َ#ُْ" ِ�� ا�7وَ�� َوا��ِ(َ�ِة َوَ�ُ� اْ�ُ#ْ&ُ� َوِإَ�ْ�ِ� 
1ُ9َ�ْ�َن :ُ 

And He is Allah; none has the right to be worshipped but 
He, all praise is due to Him (both) in the first (i.e., in this 
world) and in the last (the Hereafter). And for Him is the 
decision, and to Him shall you (all) be returned. (28:70)  

Allah says:  

   ...اْ�َ#ُْ" ِ���ِ� ا��ِ!ي َ�ُ� َم� ِ�> ا���َ�َواِت َوَم� ِ�> اْ�َ;ْرِض 

All praise is due to Allah, to Whom belongs all that is in 
the heavens and all that is in the earth.  

meaning, all of it is His dominion and is enslaved 
by Him and subject to His control, as Allah says:  

 َوِإن� َ�َ,� َ�?�ِ(َ�َة َوا�7وَ�� 

And truly, unto Us (belong) the last (Hereafter) 
and the first (this world). (92:13) 

Then Allah says:  

...َوَ�ُ� اْ�َ#ُْ" ِ�> ا3�ِْ(َ�ِة ....   

His is all praise in the Hereafter,  
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for He is the One Who will be worshipped forever 
and praised for eternity.  

...َوُهَ� اْ�َ#ِ&�ُ� ...   

and He is the All-Wise, means, in all that He says and 
does, legislates and decrees.  

١B@ اْ�َ%ِ$�ُ�...   

the All-Aware.  

from Whom nothing at all is hidden or concealed.  

Malik narrated that Az-Zuhri said,  

He is All-Aware of His creation, All-Wise in His 
commands.  

Allah says:  

   ...ِ�> اْ�َ;ْرِض َوَم� َیْ%ُ�ُج ِمْ,َ.� َی1َْ�ُ� َم� َی0ُ�ِ 

He knows that which goes into the earth and that which 
comes forth from it,  

meaning, He knows the number of raindrops that 
sink into the depths of the earth, and the seeds 
that have been sown, and the things that are 
hidden in it, and He knows what comes forth from 
that, how many they are, how they grow and 
what they look like.  

...َوَم� َی,ِ+ُل ِمَ
 ا���َ�ء ...   

and that which descends from the heaven,  

means, of raindrops and provision,  

...َ.� َوَم� َی1ُْ�ُج ِ��...   

and that which ascends to it.  

and what ascends into it, i.e., righteous deeds 
and other things.  

٢B@ َوُهَ� ا���ِ��ُ� ا4ُ5َ�ْ�ُر...   

And He is the Most Merciful, the Oft-Forgiving.  
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means, He is Most Merciful to His servants; He 
does not hasten to punish them, and He forgives 
the sins of those who repent to Him and put their 
trust in Him.  

 

 DُEََآ4َُ�وْا َ� َ:ْ;ِ:�َ,� ا���� 
 َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ

34:3 Those who disbelieve say: "The Hour will not 
come to us.''  

Eَ �ْ&ُ�,�َ:ِ;ْHَ�َ �Iَوَر� ��َ�َ JْGُ Kِ�ْ5َ�ْـِ�ِ� ا 

Say: "Yes, by my Lord, the All-Knower of the 
Unseen, it will come to you;  

َ� َی1ُْ+ُب Eَْ,ُ� ِم�NَOُْل َذر�ٍة ِ�� ا���َـَ�ِت َوَ� ِ�� ا��ْرِض 
 
ٍ�$ِQم KٍـHََوَ� َأْآَ$ُ� ِإ�� ِ�� ِآ Sَ�َِذ 
 َوَ� َأ5َTُْ� ِم

not even the weight of a speck of dust or less than 
that or greater escapes His knowledge in the 
heavens or in the earth but it is in a Clear Book.''  

 Uِـِ�َ#ـ�Vْا ا���ُِEَْا َو� �Wْ�َIِ+َى ا��ِ!یَ
 َءاَمُ,

34:4 That He may recompense those who believe 
and do righteous good deeds.  

 ُأْوَ�ـِ]Sَ َ�ُ.ْ� م�4ِ5َْ�ٌة َوِرْزٌق َآِ�یٌ�  

Those, theirs is forgiveness and generous provision.  

َوا��ِ!یَ
 َس1َْ�ا ِ�� َءاَیـHَِ,� ُم9ِ�1َِ+یَ
 ُأْوَ�ـِ]Eَ �ْ.ُ�َ Sََ!اٌب  

 ر9ْIٍ+ َأِ��ٌ� Iم 

34:5 But those who strive against Our Ayat to 
frustrate them -- those, for them will be a severe 
painful torment.  
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 �َوَیَ�ى ا��ِ!یَ
 ُأوُ:�ْا ا1ِ�ْْ�َ� ا��ِ!ى ُأنِ+َل ِإSَ�ْ�َ ِم
 ر��SَI ُهَ
 "ِ� اْ�َ#_� َوَیْ.ِ"ى ِإَ�� Tَِ�اِط ا1َ�ِْ+یِ+ اْ�َ#ِ

34:6 And those who have been given knowledge see 
that what is revealed to you from your Lord is the 
truth, and that it guides to the path of the Exalted 
in might, Owner of all praise.   

 The Hour will come so that each Person will be rewarded or 

punished in accordance with His Deeds 

This is one of three Ayat -- there is no fourth -- where Allah 
commands His Messenger to swear by His Almighty Lord that 
the resurrection will surely come, because the stubborn 
followers of disbelief denied that it would happen.  

- One of these Ayat is in Surah Yunus, where Allah says:  

 
Wِ1ِْ+یَُ�ِ �ْHُِإن�ُ� َ�َ#_� َوَم3 َأن �Iِإى َوَر� JْGُ ��َنSَ َأَ�_� ُهَ[ُ$ِ,ْHَ�َْوَی 

And they ask you to inform them (saying): "Is it true!''  

Say: "Yes! By my Lord! It is the very truth! and you 
cannot escape it!'' (10:53)  

- The second of these Ayat is this one:  

 �ْ&ُ�,�َ:ِ;ْHَ�َ <Iَوَر� ��َ�َ JْGُ DُEََآ4َُ�وا َ�� َ:ْ;ِ:�َ,� ا���� 
... َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ  

Those who disbelieve say: "The Hour will not come to 
us.''  

Say: "Yes, by my Lord, it will come to you...''.  

- And the third of them appears in Surah At-Taghabun, where 
Allah says:  

 �ُ̀ن� ِ�َ �$,َHُ�َ ُث�� �
Oُ1َ$ْHُ�َ �Iَوَر� ��َ�َ JْGُ ْا�Oُ1َ$ُْی 
َزEََ� ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وْا َأن ��
Hُ�ْْ� َوَذEَ Sَ�َِ�� ا���ِ� َیِ��ٌ�ِEَ   

The disbelievers pretend that they will never be 
resurrected (for reckoning).  
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Say: "Yes! By my Lord, you will certainly be resurrected, 
then you will be informed of what you did; and that is 
easy for Allah.'' (64:7)  

And Allah says here:  

 .. �ْ&ُ�,�َ:ِ;ْHَ�َ <Iَوَر� ��َ�َ JْGُ...  

Say: "Yes, by my Lord, it will come to you...'' 

Then Allah is described in a manner that affirms that:  

�Eَِ�ِ� اKِ�ْ5َ�ْ َ�� َی1ُْ+ُب Eَْ,ُ� ِم�NَOُْل َذر�ٍة ِ�> ا���َ�َواِت َوَ�� ِ�> اْ�َ;ْرضِ ... 

ٍ�$ِQٍب م�Hََوَ�� َأْآَ$ُ� ِإ��� ِ�> ِآ Sَ�َِذ 
   ٣B@ َوَ�� َأ5َTُْ� ِم

the All-Knower of the Unseen, not even the weight of a 
speck of dust or less than that or greater escapes His 
knowledge in the heavens or in the earth but it is in a 
Clear Book.  

Mujahid and Qatadah said,  

"Nothing is hidden or concealed from Him.''  

In other words, everything is encompassed by His 
knowledge, and nothing is hidden from Him. Even 
though bones may be scattered and disintegrate, He 
knows where they have gone and where they have 
dispersed, then He will bring them back just as He 
created them in the first place, because He has 
knowledge of all things.  

Then Allah tells us of His wisdom in re-creating bodies 
and bringing about the Hour, as He says:  

ُ��ا ا���Vِ�َ#�ِت ُأْوَ�ِ]Sَ َ�ُ.� م�4ِ5َْ�ٌة َوِرْزٌق َآِ�یٌ�ِEَا َو�  ٤B@ Wْ�َ�ِِ+َي ا��ِ!یَ
 cَمُ,

 
... َوا��ِ!یَ
 َس1َْ�ا ِ�> cَی�ِ:َ,� ُم9ِ�1َِ+یَ  

That He may recompense those who believe and do 
righteous good deeds. Those, theirs is forgiveness and 
generous provision.  

But those who strive against Our Ayat to frustrate them,  
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meaning, those who try to turn others away from 
the path of Allah and who disbelieve His 
Messengers,  


 ر9ْIٍ+ َأِ��ٌ�... Iاٌب م!َEَ �ْ.ُ�َ Sَ[ِ�َ٥@ ُأْوB  

those, for them will be a severe painful torment.  

This means, He will bestow His favor upon the 
blessed, who are the believers, and will punish 
the doomed, who are the disbelievers.  

This is like the Ayah:  

Kُـ#َTَْأ Dِ�,Wَ�ْا Kُـ#َTْا�,��ِر َوَأ Kُـ#َTْى َأ�ِHَ�ُْهُ� َ� َی Dِ�,Wَ�ْا 
 ا34َ�ِْئُ+وَن 

Not equal are the dwellers of the Fire and the 
dwellers of the Paradise. It is the dwellers of 
Paradise that will be successful. (59:20)  

 ��ِ 
ُ��ْا ا��Vـِ�َ#ـUِ َآ�ْ�ُ4ِْ�ِ"یَِEَْا َو�َأْم َنJُ1َWْ ا��ِ!یَ
 َءاَمُ,

 َآ���W4ُ�ِْرا��َ�Nِ�H   ْرِض َأْم َنJُ1َWْ اْ�ُ

Shall We treat those who believe and do 
righteous good deeds like those who cause 
mischief on the earth Or shall We treat those who 
have Taqwa as the evildoers. (38:28)  

... ا��ِ!ي ُأنِ+َل ِإSَ�ْ�َ ِم
 ر��SَI ُهَ� اْ�َ#_� َوَیَ�ى ا��ِ!یَ
 ُأوُ:�ا ا1ِ�ْْ�َ�  

And those who have been given knowledge see that 
what is revealed to you from your Lord is the truth,  

This is another kind of wisdom, following on from 
the one before, which is that when those who 
believed in what was revealed to the Messengers 
see the onset of the Hour and how the righteous 
and the wicked will be rewarded and punished 
respectively, which they knew of beforehand in 
this world from the Books of Allah and which they 
are now seeing with their own eyes, they will say:  

 I_#َ�ْ��ِ �,َIَر� Jُ39ََءْت ُرُس "ْNَ�َ 
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Indeed, the Messengers of our Lord did come with 
the truth. (7:43)  

And it will be said:  

 َهَ!ا َم� َوEََ" ا���ْ�ـُ
 َوTََ"َق اْ�ُْ�َسُ��َن

This is what the Most Gracious had 
promised, and the Messengers spoke 
truth! (36:52)  

hِ1ْ$َ�ُْم ا� HُOْ$ِ�َ "ْNَ�َْ� ِ�� ِآHَـKِ ا���ِ� ِإَ�� َیْ�ِم اhِ1ْ$َ�ْ َ�َ.ـَ!ا َیْ

Indeed you have stayed according to the 
decree of Allah, until the Day of 
Resurrection; so this is the Day of 
Resurrection (30:56)  

�ا ا1ِ�ْْ�َ� ا��ِ!ي ُأنِ+َل ِإSَ�ْ�َ ِم
 ر��SَI ُهَ� اْ�َ#_� َوَیْ.ِ"ي ِإَ�� َوَیَ�ى ا��ِ!یَ
 ُأو:ُ
"ِ�٦B@ Tَِ�اِط ا1َ�ِْ+یِ+ اْ�َ#ِ  

And those who have been given knowledge see that 
what is revealed to you from your Lord is the truth, and 
that it guides to the path of the Exalted in might, Owner 
of all praise.  

The Exalted in might is the One Who is All-
Powerful, Whom none can overwhelm or resist, 
but He subjugates and controls all things. The 
Owner of All praise is the One Who, in all His 
words, deeds, laws and decrees, is deserving of 
praise, may He be glorified and exalted.  

 

َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وْا َهJْ َنُ"�Eَ �ْ&ُQَ�� َرJٍ9ُ ُیَ,$Iُ]ُ&ْ� ِإَذا 
 ُم+HُGْIْ� ُآ�J ُمَ+�ٍق ِإن�ُ&ْ� �4ِ�َ َ(ْ�ٍ_ 9َِ"یٍ" 

34:7 Those who disbelieve say: "Shall we direct you 
to a man who will tell you (that) when you have 
become fully disintegrated into dust with full 
dispersion, then you will be created (again) anew!''  
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 Dٌ�,9ِ �ِ�ِ ا���ِ� َآِ!�ً� َأم ��َEَ َ�ىHَ�َْأ 

34:8 Has he invented a lie against Allah, or is there 
a madness in him!  

ِْ̀مُ,�َن ِ����ِ(َ�ِة ِ�� ا 1َ�َْ!اِب َوا��kَ�ـJِ�َ Jِ ا��ِ!یَ
 َ� ُی
 ا�1ِ$َ�ِْ" 

Nay, but those who disbelieve in the Hereafter are 
(themselves) in a torment, and in far error.  


 ا���َ3ِء َIَأْیِ"یِ.ْ� َوَم� َ(4َ�ُْ.ْ� م 
َأَ�َ�ْ� َیَ�ْوْا ِإَ�� َم� َ�ْ�َ
 َوا��ْرِض 

34:9 See they not what is before them and what is 
behind them, of the heaven and the earth!  

 
َIِآ4�ًَ� م �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ lْNِ�ْا��ْرَض َأْو ُن �ُ.ِ�ِ mْ�ِ%َْن ;ْnَِإن ن�
 ا���َ3ِء 

If We will, We shall sink the earth with them, or 
cause a piece of the heaven to fall upon them.  

   ِ�� َذSَ�ِ ّ�َیEَ IJ&ُI� Dًْ$ٍ" مKٍ�,ِQِإن� 
Verily, in this is a sign for every servant who turns 

(to Allah) in repentance.      

 The Disbelievers' Denial of Life after Death, and the 

Refutation of Their View  

Here Allah tells us how the disbelievers and heretics denied that 
the Hour will come, and mocked the Messenger for speaking of 
it.  

... َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وا َهJْ َنُ"�Eَ �ْ&ُQَ�� َرJٍ9ُ ُیَ,$Iُ]ُ&ْ� ِإَذا ُم+HُGْIْ� ُآ�J ُمَ+�ٍق   
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Those who disbelieve say: "Shall we direct you to a man 
who will tell you (that) when you have become fully 
disintegrated into dust with full dispersion...''  

means, when your bodies have disintegrated into 
the earth and dispersed without a trace,  

...ِإن�ُ&ْ� ...   

then you (means, after this has happened),  

٧B@ 4ِ�َ> َ(ْ�ٍ_ 9َِ"یٍ". ..  

will be created (again) anew.  

means, you will be restored to life and will receive 
provision anew.  

`By telling us this, he is doing one of two things:  

- either he is deliberately fabricating something 
and saying that Allah has revealed it to him, or  

- he is not doing it deliberately, but he is deluded 
as crazy and insane people are.'  

They said:  

 Dٌ�,9ِ �ِ�ِ ا���ِ� َآِ!ً�� َأم ��َEَ َ�ىHَ�َْأ ...  

Has he invented a lie against Allah, or is there a 
madness in him!  

Allah said, refuting their words:  

ِْ̀مُ,�َن 3�ْ��ِِ(َ�ِة ِ�> ا1َ�َْ!اِب َوا��kَ��ِل ا�1ِ$َ�ِْ"...  ٨B@ Jِ�َ ا��ِ!یَ
 َ�� ُی  

Nay, but those who disbelieve in the Hereafter are 
(themselves) in a torment, and in far error.  

meaning, the matter is not as they claim or as 
they think; on the contrary, Muhammad is the 
one who is telling the truth, and is righteous and 
wise; he is the one who has brought the truth, 
and they are the foolish and ignorant liars.  
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... ِ�> ا1َ�َْ!اِب ...   

are (themselves) in a torment,  

means, their disbelief, which will lead 
them to the torment of Allah.  

  َوا��kَ��ِل ا�1ِ$َ�ِْ".. 

and in far error.  

i.e. far from the truth in this world.  

Then Allah warns them of His power in the creation of heavens 
and earth, as He says:  


 ا���َ�ء َواْ�َ;ْرِضَأَ�َ�ْ� َیَ�ْوا ِإَIَأْیِ"یِ.ْ� َوَم� َ(4َ�ُْ.� م 
  ... َ�� َم� َ�ْ�َ

See they not what is before them and what is behind 
them, of the heaven and the earth!  

meaning, wherever they go, in whatever 
direction, the heavens are above them and the 
earth is beneath them.  

This is like the Ayah:  

�ِس1ُ�َن  َوا���َ3َء َ�َ,ْ�َ,ـَ.� ِ�َ;ْیٍ" َوِإن�� َ�ُ

 َوا��ْرَض َ�َ�ْشَ,ـَ.� َ�ِ,1َْ� اْ�َـِ.ُ"وَن 

With Hands did We construct the heaven. Verily, 
We are Able to extend the vastness of space 
thereof. And We have spread out the earth; how 
Excellent Spreader (thereof) are We! (51:47-48)  


 ا���َ�ء ... َIِآ�4ً�َ م �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ lْNِ�ْاْ�َ;ْرَض َأْو ُن �ُ.ِ�ِ mْ�ِ%َْن ;ْnَِإن ن�...  

If We will, We shall sink the earth with them, or cause a 
piece of the heaven to fall upon them.  

means, `if We wished, We could do that to them 
because of their wrongdoing and Our power over 
them, but We delay it because We are Patient and 
Forgiving.'  
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Then Allah says:  

 ...Kٍ�,ِQم "ٍ$ْEَ IJ&ُI� Dً3�ََی Sَ�ِ٩@ ِإن� ِ�> َذB   

Verily, in this is a sign for every Munib servant.  

Ma`mar narrating from Qatadah, said that Al-Munib 
means every one who repents.  

Sufyan narrated from Qatadah, that Al-Munib is the one 
who turns to Allah.  

This means that in looking at the creation of the 
heavens and the earth, there is a sign for every 
servant who is intelligent and wise and who turns 
towards Allah. There is a sign of the Allah's ability 
to recreate bodies and bring about the 
Resurrection, because the One Who was able to 
create these heavens -- with their vast reaches of 
space, and this earth, as deep and vast as it is -- 
is able to recreate bodies and revive decayed 
bones.  

This is like the Ayat:  

َأَوَ�ـsَ�ْ اَ�ِ!ى َ(َ�َ_ ا���َـ�ِت َوا��ْرَض Nَ�ِـِ"ٍر Eََ�� َأن 
 ��َ�َ �.ُ�َOَْیْ%ُ�َ_ ِم 

Is not He Who created the heavens and 
the earth, Able to create the like of them! 
Yes, indeed! (36:81)  

 �
َ�َ%ْ�ُ_ ا���َـَ�ِت َوا��ْرِض َأْآـَ$ُ� ِمْ
 َ(ْ�ِ_ ا�,��ِس َوَ�ـِ&
�َن  َأْآـOََ� ا�,��ِس َ� َی1َْ�ُ

The creation of the heavens and the earth 
is indeed greater than the creation of 
mankind; yet, most of mankind know not.  
(40:57)  

  

 ?ًkْ�َ ��,َءاَ:ْ�َ,� َداُووَد ِم "ْNَ�ََو 

34:10 And indeed We bestowed grace on Dawud 
from Us (saying):  
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 �َ�ْ�vَم1َُ� َوا� ��ِIُل َأو�$َWَِی 

"O you mountains! Glorify with him! And you birds 
(also)!  

 َوَأَ�,�� َ�ُ� اْ�َ#ِ"یَ" 

And We made the iron soft for him.''  

 �Iـِ�#ً� ِإنTَ ْا��َُEْْر ِ�� ا���ْ�ِد َواI"Gََو Uٍَسـِ$5َـ JَْEَْأِن ا
 �ٌ�Vِ�َ َن��َُ1ْ:َ �َ�ِ 

34:11 Saying: "Make you perfect coats of mail, and 
balance well the rings of chain armor (Sard), and 
work you (men) righteousness. Truly, I am All-Seer 
of what you do.''   

 The Favors which Allah bestowed upon Dawud  

 Allah says:  

  ١٠B@ ُ� َوا��vْ�َ� َوَأَ�,�� َ�ُ� اْ�َ#ِ"یَ"َوc "ْNَ�ََ:ْ�َ,� َداُووَد ِم,�� kْ�ًَ�� َی� 9َِ$�ُل َأوIِ�> َم1َ

And indeed We bestowed grace on Dawud from Us 
(saying):  

"O you mountains! Glorify with him! And you birds 
(also)!  

And We made the iron soft for him.''  

Here Allah tells us how He blessed His servant 
and Messenger Dawud (David), peace be upon 
him, and what He gave him of His great bounty, 
giving him both Prophethood and kingship, and 
huge numbers of troops. And He blessed him with 
a mighty voice. Such that when he glorified Allah, 
the firm, solid, high mountains joined him in 
glorifying Allah, and the free-roaming birds, who 
go out in the morning and come back in the 
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evening, stopped for him, and he was able to 
speak all languages.  

In the Sahih it is recorded that the Messenger of Allah 
heard the voice of Abu Musa Al-Ash`ari, may Allah be 
pleased with him, reciting at night, and he stopped and 
listened to his recitation, then he said:  

 Nَ�َْ" ُأوِ:َ> هَ!ا ِمْ+َم�ًرا ِمْ
 َمَ+اِم�ِ� cِل َداُود 

This man has been given one of the sweet 
melodious voices of the Prophet Dawud.  

Abu Uthman An-Nahdi said,  

"I never heard any cymbal, stringed 
instrument or chord that was more beautiful 
than the voice of Abu Musa Al-Ash`ari, may 
Allah be pleased with him.''  

  .means, glorify Allah (Glorify) َأو�ِ��

This was the view of Ibn Abbas, Mujahid 
and others.  

The root of this word (Ta'wib) means to 
repeat or respond, so the mountains and 
birds were commanded to repeat after 
him.  

  َوَأَ�,�� َ�ُ� اْ�َ#ِ"یَ"... 

And We made the iron soft for him.  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri, Qatadah, Al-A mash and others said,  

He did not need to heat it in the fire or beat it 
with a hammer؛ he could simply twist it in his 
hands, like a thread.  

Allah said:  

Jْ َس��5َ�ٍِت َEَْأِن ا ...  

Saying: Make you perfect coats of mail...,  

which means chain mail.  
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Qatadah said,  

He was the first person ever to make chain mail; 
before that, they used to wear plated armor.  

...َوI"Gَْر ِ�> ا���ْ�ِد ...   

and balance well the rings of chain armor (Sard),  

This is how Allah taught His Prophet Dawud, 
peace be upon him, to make coats of mail.  

Mujahid said concerning the Ayah: د
ْ�� and) َوَ���ْر ِ�� ا
balance well the rings of chain armor (Sard)),   

"Do not make the rivets too loose that the rings 
(of chain mail) will shake, or make them too tight 
that they will not be able to move at all, but make 
it just right.''  

Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn Abbas said,  

"Sard refers to a ring of iron.''  

Some of them said,  

"Chain mail is called Masrud; if it is held together 
with rivets.''  

 ... �#ً�ِ�Tَ ا��َُEَْوا...  

and work you (men) righteousness.  

means, with regard to what Allah has given you 
of blessings.  

 ...�ٌ�Vِ�َ َن��َُ1ْ:َ �َ�ِ <I١١@ ِإنB  

Truly, I am All-Seer of what you do.  

means, watching you and seeing all that you do 
and say؛ nothing of that is hidden at all.  

  

 َوِ�ُ�َ�ْ�َـَ
 ا��Iیxُ yَُ"وQَه� َشْ.ٌ� َوَرَواُ�َ.� َشْ.ٌ� 

34:12 And to Suleiman (We subjected) the wind, its 
morning was a month's (journey), and its afternoon 
was a month's (journey).  
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I َم
 َیWِ�ْا 

 اvْNِ�ِْ� َوِمََ�ْEَ �ُ�َ �,َ�َْیَ"ْیِ� َوَأَس 
َ�ْ�َ Jَُ1ْ
 �ِIْذِن َر�zِ�ِ 

And We caused a fount of Qitr to flow for him, and 
there were Jinn that worked in front of him, by the 
leave of his Lord.  


 َأْمِ�َن� ُنِ!Gُْ� ِمْ
 Eََ!اِب ا����1ِِ� ْEَ �ْ.ُ,َْیِ+ْغ ِم 
 َوَم

And whosoever of them turned aside from Our 
command, We shall cause him to taste of the 
torment of the blazing Fire.  

ُ��َن َ�ُ� َم� َی3nَُء ِم
 م�َ#ـِ�یKَ َوَ:َـJَ�Oِ َو�4َ9ٍِن َی1َْ
 Uٍوٍر َرِسَ�ـ"ُGُاِب َو�َWَ�َْآ� 

34:13 They worked for him as he desired on 
Maharib, Tamathil, large basins like Jawab and 
Qudur Rasiyat.  

�ُر &ُ�nِدَى ا��$َEِ 
ْIم Jٌ��ِGَْا َءاَل َداُووَد ُشْ&�ًا َو��َُEْا 

"Work you, O family of Dawud, with thanks!'' But 
few of My servants are grateful.   

 The Favors which Allah bestowed upon Suleiman 

 Allah says:  

... َوِ�ُ�َ�ْ�َ�َن ا��Iیxُ yَُ"وQَه� َشْ.ٌ� َوَرَواُ�َ.� َشْ.ٌ�   

And to Suleiman (We subjected) the wind, its morning 
was a month's (journey), and its afternoon was a 
month's (journey).  

Having mentioned the blessings with which He 
favored Dawud, Allah follows this by mentioning 
what He gave to Dawud's son Suleiman 
(Solomon), may peace be upon them both. He 
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subjugated the wind to him, so that it would carry 
his carpet one way for a month, then back again 
the next month.  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said,  

"He set out from Damascus in the morning, 
landed in Istakhar where he ate a meal, then flew 
on from Istakhar and spent the night in Kabil.''  

Between Damascus and Istakhar is an entire 
month's travel for a swift rider, and between 
Istakhar and Kabul is an entire month's travel for 
a swift rider.  

 ... �ِvْNِ�ْا 
َ�ْEَ �ُ�َ �,َ�َْوَأَس....  

And We caused a fount Qitr to flow for him,  

Ibn Abbas, may Allah be pleased with him, Mujahid, 
Ikrimah, Ata' Al-Khurasani, Qatadah, As-Suddi, Malik 
from Zayd bin Aslam, Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam 
and others said,  

"Qitr means copper.''  

Qatadah said, "It was in Yemen.''  

Allah brought forth all the things that people make for 
Suleiman, peace be upon him.  


 َیَ"ْیِ� zِ�ِْذِن َر.. َ�ْ�َ Jُ
I َم
 َی1َْWِ�ْا 
...�Iِ� َوِمَ  

and there were Jinn that worked in front of him, by the 
leave of his Lord.  

means, `We subjugated the Jinn to work in front 
of him,' by the permission of his Lord, i.e., by 
Allah's decree and subjugation, they built 
whatever constructions he wanted, and did other 
work as well.  


 َأْمِ�َن�... ْEَ �ْ.ُ,َْیِ+ْغ ِم 
...َوَم  

And whosoever of them turned aside from Our 
command,  
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means, whoever among them tried to rebel and 
disobey,  

١٢B@ ُنِ!Gُْ� ِمْ
 Eََ!اِب ا����1ِِ� ...   

We shall cause him to taste of the torment of the blazing 
Fire.  

which means, burning.  

 Jَِث��ُ��َن َ�ُ� َم� َی�nَء ِم
 م�َ#�ِریKَ َوَ:َ... َی1َْ  

They worked for him as he desired on Maharib, 
Tamathil,  

Maharib refers to beautiful structures, the best 
and innermost part of a dwelling.  

Ibn Zayd said,  

"This means dwellings.''  

With regard to "Tamathil,'' Atiyah Al-Awfi, Ad-
Dahhak and As-Suddi said that;  

Tamathil means pictures.  

�اِب َوGُُ"وٍر ر�اِسَ��ٍت ... َWَ�َْو�4َ9ٍِن َآ�...  

large basins like Jawab and Qudur Rasiyat.  

Jawab, the plural form of Jabiyah, refers to 
cisterns or tanks in which water is held, and 
Qudur Rasiyat are cauldrons that stay in one 
place and are not moved around because of their 
great size.  

This was the view of Mujahid, Ad-Dahhak and 
others.  

 ...�َُEَْل َداُووَد ُشْ&ً�ا اc ا�...  

Work you, O family of Dawud, with thanks!  

means, `We said to them: Work with thanks for 
the blessings that We have bestowed upon you in 
this world and the Hereafter.'  
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This indicates that thanks may be expressed by 
actions as much as by words and intentions.  

Abu Abdur-Rahman Al-Hubuli said,  

"Prayer is thanks, fasting is thanks, every good 
deed that you do for the sake of Allah is thanks, 
and the best of thanks is praise.''  

This was recorded by Ibn Jarir. In the Two Sahihs, it is 
reported that the Messenger of Allah said:  

 mَVَْ��ُة َداُوَد، َآ�َن َیَ,�ُم ِنTَ ��َ�1َ:َ }َِ��ِة ِإَ�� ا�Vا� �K�َِإن� َأ
�ُم ُثOَ�ُُ�، َوَیَ,�ُم ُسُ"َسُ�، Nَُوَی ،Jِ�ْا��� 

�ُم َیْ�ًم� Vَُ��ُم َداُوَد، َآ�َن َیTِ ��َ�1َ:َ }َِ��ِم ِإَ�� اIVا� �K�ََوَأ
  �Gَ��َ َوُیvِ4ُْ� َیْ�ًم�، َوَ�� َیQ�4ِ ِإَذا

The most beloved of prayer to Allah is the prayer 
of Dawud. He used to sleep for half the night, 
stand in prayer for a third of it and sleep for a 
sixth of it.  

The most beloved of fasting to Allah is the fasting 
of Dawud. He used to fast for a day then not fast 
for a day, and he never fled the battlefield.  

Ibn Abi Hatim narrated that Fudayl said concerning the 

Ayah: ا
�ُ��ا �َل َداُووَد ُ�ْ�ًَ� ,Work you, O family of Dawud) اْ

with thanks!)  

Dawud said, "O Lord! How can I thank you when 
thanks itself is a blessing from You!''  

He said: "Now you have truly given thanks to Me, 
for you have realized that it is a blessing from 
Me.''  

�ُر... &ُ�nِدَي ا��$َEِ 
ْIم Jٌ��ِGَ١٣@ َوB  

But few of My servants are grateful.  

This is a reflection of reality.  
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 Dُِإ�� َدا�� �ِ:ِ��َت َم� َد��ُ.ْ� Eََ�� َمَْْ�َ��� Eَ �,َ�ْkَGََ�ْ�ِ� اْ�َ
 ا��ْرِض َ:ْ;ُآJُ ِم,َ�َ;َ:ُ� 

34:14 Then when We decreed death for him, 
nothing informed them (Jinn) of his death except a 
little worm of the earth which kept (slowly) 
gnawing away at his stick.  

�َن اKَ�ْ5َ�ْ َم� 
Q َأن ��ْ� َآ�ُن�ْا َی1َْ�ُWِ�ْا Uِ,َ��$َ:َ ��)َ ���َ�َ
 
ِ�.ِ�ْا ِ�� ا1َ�َْ!اِب اْ�ُOُ$ِ�َ 

So when he fell down, the Jinn saw clearly that if 
they had known the Unseen, they would not have 
stayed in the humiliating torment.   

 The Death of Suleiman  

 Allah tells:  

�َت َْ�َ��� Eَ �,َ�ْkَGََ�ْ�ِ� اْ�َ ...  

Then when We decreed death for him,  

Allah tells us how Suleiman, peace be upon him, 
died and how Allah concealed his death from the 
Jinn who were subjugated to him to do hard 
labor. He remained leaning on his stick, which 
was his staff, as Ibn Abbas may Allah be pleased 
with him, Mujahid, Al-Hasan, Qatadah and others 
said.  

He stayed like that for a long time, nearly a year. 
When a creature of the earth, which was a kind of 
worm, ate through the stick, it became weak and 
fell to the ground. Then it became apparent that 
he had died a long time before.  

It also became clear to Jinn and men alike that 
the Jinn do not know the Unseen as they (the 
Jinn) used to imagine and tried to deceive people.  
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This is what Allah says:  

 ... Q
Wِ�ْا Uِ,َ��$َ:َ ��)َ ��َم� َد��ُ.ْ� Eََ�� َمْ�ِ:ِ� ِإ��� َدا��Dُ اْ�َ;ْرِض َ:ْ;ُآJُ ِم,َ�َ;َ:ُ� َ�َ�
�ا ِ�> ا1َ�َْ!اِب اْ�ُOُ$ِ�َ َم� Kَ�ْ5َ�َْن ا�
َأن ��ْ� َآ�ُن�ا َی1َْ�ُِ�.ِ @١٤B  

nothing informed them (Jinn) of his death except a little 
worm of the earth which kept (slowly) gnawing away at 
his stick. So when he fell down, the Jinn saw clearly that 
if they had known the Unseen, they would not have 
stayed in the humiliating torment.  

meaning, it became clear to the people that they 
(the Jinn) were lying.  

  


 َوِشَ�ٍل ٍ�
 َیِEَ ِن�Hَ�,9َ Dٌَمْ�َ&ِ,ِ.ْ� َءاَی ��ِ zٍ$َ�َ�ِ َآ�َن "ْNَ�َ
ُآُ��ْا ِم
 رIْزِق َر�Iُ&ْ� َواْشُ&ُ�وْا َ�ُ� َ�ْ�َ"ٌة َ~�Dٌ$َI َوَرب� 

4ُ�ٌر xَ 

34:15 Indeed there was for Saba' a sign in their 
dwelling place -- two gardens on the right and on 
the left; (and it was said to them:) "Eat of the 
provision of your Lord, and be grateful to Him.'' A 
fair land and an Oft-Forgiving Lord!  

َ,� Eََ�ْ�ِ.ْ� َسJَ�ْ ا1َ�ِْ�ِم َوَ�"�ْ�َ,ـُ.ْ� Wَ�ِ,�ـEْ;َ�َ �ْ.ِHَِ�ُض�ْا َ�َ;ْرَسْ�
 Jٍ��ِGَ ِسْ"ٍر 
Iَوَشْ�ٍء م Jٍَوَأْث lٍْ)َ Jٍَذَواَ:ْ� ُأُآ 
ِ�ْHَ�,9َ 

34:16 But they turned away, so We sent against 
them flood released from the dam, and We 
converted their two gardens into gardens producing 
bitter bad fruit, and Athl, and some few lote trees.  

 َذSَ�ِ 9ََ+ْیَ,ـُ.ْ� ِ�َ� َآ4َُ�وْا 

34:17 Like this We requited them because they 
were ungrateful disbelievers.  
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   َوَهJْ ُنWِْ+ى ِإ�� اْ�َ&4ُ�َر
And never do We requite in such a way except those 

who are ungrateful (disbelievers).      

 The Disbelief of Saba' (Sheba) and Their Punishment  

Saba' refers to the kings and people of the Yemen.  

At-Tababa`ah (Tubba`) (surname of the ancient kings of 
Yemen) were part of them, and Bilqis, the queen who met 
Suleiman, peace be upon him, was also one of them.  

They lived a life of enviable luxury in their land with plentiful 
provision, crops and fruits. Allah sent them messengers telling 
them to eat of His provision and give thanks to Him by 
worshipping Him alone, and they followed that for as long as 
Allah willed, then they turned away from that which they had 
been commanded to do. So they were punished with a flood 
which scattered them throughout the lands around Saba' in all 
directions, as we will see in detail below, if Allah wills. In Him 
we put our trust.  

Ibn Jarir recorded that Farwah bin Musayk Al-Ghutayfi, may 
Allah be pleased with him, said,  

"A man said, `O Messenger of Allah! Tell me about Saba' 
-- what was it, a land or a woman?'  

He said:  

 Dٌ�Hِس 
sَ�ْ�َ ِ�َ;ْرٍض َوَ�� اْمَ�َأٍة، َوَ�ِ&,�ُ� َرJٌ9ُ ُوِ�َ" َ�ُ� nَEََ�ٌة ِمَ
 اْ�َ�َ�ِ"، Hَ�ََ��َمَ
َ�َ�ْ%ٌ� َو9َُ!اٌم َو�EَِمDُ�َ َو���xَُن، َوَأم�� : َوَ:�nََءَم َأْرDٌ1َ�َ، َ�َ;م�� ا��ِ!یَ
 َ:�nََءُم�ا

�َن َواْ�َ;ْزُد َوَمْ!0ٌ�ِ َوِ�َْ�ُ� َوَأْنَ�ر : ا��ِ!یَ
 َ:َ��َمُ,�اQُة َواْ�َ;ْش1َِ�ی"َ,ْ&ِ�َ 

It was neither a land nor a woman. It was a man who 
had ten children, six of whom went Yemen and four of 
whom went Ash-Sham.  

Those who went Ash-Sham were Lakhm, Judham, Amilah 
and Ghassan.  
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Those who went south were Kindah, Al-Ash`ariyyun, Al-
Azd, Madhhij, Himyar and Anmar.  

A man asked, `Who are Anmar?'  

He said:  

 D�َ�Wِ�َ1َُ� َوOْ)َ �ْ.ُ,ِْم 
 ا��ِ!یَ

Those among whom are Khath`am and Bajilah.''  

This was recorded by At-Tirmidhi in his Jami` (Sunan) in 
more detail than this; then he said, "This is a Hasan 
Gharib Hadith.''  

The genealogists -- including Muhammad bin Ishaq -- said,  

"The name of Saba' was Abd Shams bin Yashjub bin 
Yarub bin Qahtan; he was called Saba' because he was 
the first Arab tribe to disperse.  

He was also known as Ar-Ra'ish, because he was the 
first one to take booty in war and give it to his people, so 
he was called Ar-Ra'ish; because the Arabs call wealth 
Rish or Riyash.  

They differ over Qahtan, about whom there were three 
views.  

- The first, he descended from the line of Iram bin Sam 
bin Nuh, then there were three different views over how 
he descended from him.  

- The second was that he was descended from `Abir, 
another name for Hud, peace be upon him, then there 
were also three different views over exactly how he 
descended from him.  

- The third was that he was descended from Isma`il bin 
Ibrahim Al-Khalil, peace be upon him, then there were 
also three different views over exactly how he descended 
from him.  

This was discussed in full detail by Imam Al-Hafiz Abu 
Umar bin Abdul-Barr An-Namari, may Allah have mercy 
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on him, in his book Al-Musamma Al-Inbah Ala Dhikr Usul 
Al-Qaba'il Ar-Ruwat.  

The meaning of the Prophet's words, ب
َ�َ He) َآ"َن َرُ#ً�" ِمَ  اْ

was a man among the Arabs), means that he was one of 
the original Arabs, who were before Ibrahim, peace be 
upon him, and were descendants of Sam bin Nuh (Shem, 
the son of Noah).  

According to the third view mentioned above, he 
descended from Ibrahim, peace be upon him, but this 
was not a well-known view among them. And Allah 
knows best.  

But in Sahih Al-Bukhari, it is reported that the Messenger 
of Allah passed by a group of people from (the tribe of) 

Aslam who were practicing archery, and he said,  �&ِ�َ اْرُم�ا
�'َ* َ�ِ(ن� َأَ�"ُآْ) َآ"َن َراِمً'"ِ"� Shoot, O sons of Isma`il, for your)  ِإْسَ

father was an archer).  

Aslam was a tribe of the Ansar, and the Ansar -- both 
Aws and Khazraj -- were from Ghassan, from the Arabs 
of Yemen from Saba', who settled in Yathrib when 
Saba' was scattered throughout the land when Allah 
sent against them the flood released from the dam.  

A group of them also settled in Syria, and they were 
called Ghassan for the name of the water beside which 
they camped -- it was said that it was in the Yemen, or 
that it was near Al-Mushallal, as Hassan bin Thabit, may 
Allah be pleased with him, said in one of his poems. The 
meaning of his words:  

"If you ask, then we are the community of the 
noble descendants, our lineage is Al-Azd and our 
water is Ghassan.''  

 ُوِ�َ" َ�ُ� nْEََ�ٌة ِمَ
 ا1َ�َْ�ب 

He had ten sons among the Arabs.  

means that these ten were of his lineage, and that 
the origins of the Arab tribes of the Yemen go back to 
him, not that they were his sons born of his loins. 
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There may have been two or three generations 
between him and some of them, or more or less, as 
is explained in detail in the books of genealogy.  

The meaning of the words,  

 D1َ�ََءَم ِمْ,ُ.ْ� َأْر�nَ:ََو Dٌ�Hِمْ,ُ.ْ� ِس 
 Hَ�ََ��َمَ

Six of whom went south and four of whom went north.   

is that after Allah sent against them the flood 
released from the dam, some of them stayed in their 
homeland, whilst others left to go elsewhere.  

 The Dam of Ma'arib and the Flood  

The story of the dam is about the water which used to come to 
them from between two mountains, combined with the floods 
from rainfall and their valleys. Their ancient kings built a huge, 
strong dam and the water reached a high level between these 
two mountains. Then they planted trees and got the best fruits 
that could ever be harvested, plentiful and beautiful.  

A number of the Salaf, including Qatadah, mentioned that a 
woman could walk beneath the trees, carrying a basket or 
vessel -- such as is used for gathering fruit -- on her head. And 
that the fruit would fall from the trees and fill the basket 
without any need for her to make the effort to pick the fruit, 
because it was so plentiful and ripe.  

This was the dam of Ma'arib, a land between which and San`a' 
was a journey of three days.  

Others said that in their land there were no flies, mosquitoes or 
fleas, or any kind of vermin. This was because the weather was 
good and the people were healthy, and Allah took care of them 
so that they would single out and worship Him alone, as He 
says:  

 "ْNَ�َ Dٌَیc �ْ.ِ,ِ&َ�َْم <�ِ zٍ$َ�َ�ِ َآ�َن ...  

Indeed there was for Saba` (Sheba) a sign in their 
dwelling place,  

Then He explains this by saying:  
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 َوِشَ�ٍل ... ٍ�
 َیِEَ ِن�Hَ�,9َ...  

two gardens on the right and on the left;  

meaning, the two sides where the mountains 
were, and their land was in between them.  

4ُ�ٌر... xَ َوَرب� Dٌ$َI�~َ َواْشُ&ُ�وا َ�ُ� َ�ْ�َ"ٌة �ْ&ُIْزِق َر�Iر 
١٥B@ ُآُ��ا ِم  

(and it was said to them:) "Eat of the provision of your 
Lord, and be grateful to Him.''  

A fair land and an Oft-Forgiving Lord!  

means, `He would forgive you if you continue to 
worship Him alone.'  

... َ�َ;Eَْ�ُض�ا   

But they turned away,  

means, from worshipping Allah alone and from 
giving thanks to Him for the blessings that He had 
bestowed upon them, and they started to worship 
the sun instead of Allah, as the hoopoe told 
Suleiman, peace be upon him:  

 zٍ$ََس 
� َ�ْ� ُ:ِ#lْ ِ�ِ� َوSَHُ[ْ9ِ ِمَ�ِ Uُv�ََل َأ�Nَ�َ "ٍ�1ِ�َ �َ�ْxَ hَ&ََ�َ
 
ٍ�Nَِی zٍ$َ,َ�ِ 

IJ َشْ�ٍء َوَ�َ.� Eَْ�ٌش ِإن�I َو9َ"تQ اْمَ�َأًة َ:ِْ�ُ&ُ.ْ� َوُأوِ:Uْ�َ ِم
 ُآ
 �ٌ��ِEَ 

 �ُ.ُ�َ 
sِ ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� َوَزی�َْ�n��ِ وَن"ُWُ�َْمَ.� َی�ْGََو �.َQ:"9ََو

 ا���ِ$�Jِ َ�ُ.ْ� َ� َیْ.Hَُ"وَن ِEَ �ُْه�"Vَ�َ �ْ.ُ�َـَEَْأ 
 ا�vَ�ْ�nـُ

"I have come to you from Saba' (Sheba) with 
true news. I found a woman ruling over them, 
she has been given all things, and she has a great 
throne. I found her and her people worshipping 
the sun instead of Allah, and Shaytan has made 
their deeds fair seeming to them, and has barred 
them from the way, so they have no guidance.'' 
(27:22-24)  
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...َ�َ;ْرَسْ�َ,� Eََ�ْ�ِ.ْ� َسJَ�ْ ا1َ�ِْ�ِم ...   

so We sent against them flood released from the dam,  

Some, including Ibn Abbas, Wahb bin Munabbih, 
Qatadah and Ad-Dahhak said that;  

when Allah wanted to punish them by sending the 
flood upon them, he sent beasts from the earth to 
the dam, large rats, which made a hole in it.  

Wahb bin Munabbih said,  

"They found it written in their Scriptures that the 
dam would be destroyed because of these large 
rats. So they brought cats for a while, but when 
the decree came to pass, the rats overran the 
cats and went into the dam, making a hole in it, 
and it collapsed.''  

Qatadah and others said,  

"The large rat is the desert rat. They gnawed at 
the bottom of the dam until it became weak, then 
the time of the floods came and the waters hit the 
structure and it collapsed. The waters rushed 
through the bottom of the valley and destroyed 
everything in their path -- buildings, trees, etc.''  

As the water drained from the trees that were on the 
mountains, to the right and the left, those trees dried up 
and were destroyed. Those beautiful, fruit-bearing trees 
were replaced with something altogether different, as 
Allah says:  

 ... lٍْ)َ Jٍَذَواَ:� ُأُآ 
ِ�ْHَ�,9َ �ْ.ِ�ْHَ�,Wَ�ِ َوَ�"�ْ�َ,�ُه�...  

and We converted their two gardens into gardens 
producing bitter bad fruit (ukul khamt),  

Ibn Abbas, Mujahid, Ikrimah, Ata' Al-Khurasani, Qatadah 
and As-Suddi said,  

"It refers to Arak (Zingiber officinale) and 
bitter bad fruit.''  
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 ... Jٍَوَأْث...  

and Athl,  

Al- Awfi and Ibn Abbas said that this means tamarisk.  

Others said that it means a tree that resembles a 
tamarisk, and it was said that it was the gum acacia or 
mimosa. And Allah knows best.  

 ...Jٍ��ِGَ ِسْ"ٍر 
I١٦@ َوَشْ>ٍء مB  

and some few lote trees.  

Because the lote trees were the best of the trees 
with which the garden was replaced, there were 
only a few of them.  

This is what happened to those two gardens after they 
had been so fruitful and productive, offering beautiful 
scenes, deep shade and flowing rivers: they were 
replaced with thorny trees, tamarisks and lote trees with 
huge thorns and little fruit. This was because of their 
disbelief and their sin of associating others with Allah, 
and because they denied the truth and turned towards 
falsehood.  

Allah said:  

  ١٧B@ َذSَ�ِ 9ََ+ْیَ,�ُه� ِ�َ� َآ4َُ�وا َوَهJْ ُن�Wَِزي ِإ��� اْ�َ&4ُ�َر

Like this We requited them because they were ungrateful 
disbelievers. And never do We requite in such a way 
except those who are ungrateful.  

meaning, `We punished them for their disbelief.'  

Mujahid said,  

"He does not punish anyone except the 
disbelievers.''  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said,  

"Allah the Almighty has spoken the truth: no one 
will be punished in a manner that befits the sin 

except the ungrateful disbelievers.''   
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َ�ْ�َ,ُ.ْ� َوَ�ْ�َ
 اNُ�َْ�ى ا���Hِ َ��َرْآَ,� ِ��َ.� Gًُ�ى َ�ـِ.َ�ًة َو1َ9َْ�َ,� 
 
 َوGَ"�ْرَن� ِ��َ.� ا���ْ�َ� ِس�ُ�وْا ِ��َ.� َ�َ��ِ�َ� َوَأی��مً� َءاِمِ,�َ

34:18 And We placed, between them and the towns 
which We had blessed, towns easy to be seen, and 
We made the stages (of journey) between them 
easy (saying): "Travel in them safely both by night 
and day.''  

�ْا َأن1َWَ�َ �ْ.ُ�َ4ُْ�َ,ـُ.ْ� ُ��ْا َر��َ,� َ�ـ1ِْ" َ�ْ�َ
 َأْس�4َِرَن� َوَ�َ�ُ�Nَ�َ
 َأَ��ِدیhَ َوَم+�Gَْ,ـُ.ْ� ُآ�J ُمَ+�ٍق 

34:19 But they said: "Our Lord! Make the stages 
between our journey longer,'' and they wronged 
themselves; so We made them as tales (in the 
land), and We dispersed them all totally.  

   ِإن� ِ�� َذSَ�ِ ّ�َیـTَ IJ&ُI� Uٍ$��ٍر َشُ&�ٍر
Verily, in this are indeed signs for every steadfast, 

grateful (person).      

 The Trade of Saba' and Their Destruction  

Allah tells us about the blessings which the people of Saba' 
enjoyed, and the luxuries and plentiful provision which was 
theirs in their land, with its secure dwellings and towns which 
were joined to one another, with many trees, crops and fruits. 
When they traveled, they had no need to carry provisions or 
water with them; wherever they stopped, they would find water 
and fruits, so they could take their noontime rest in one town, 
and stay overnight in another, according to their needs on their 
journey.  

Allah says:  

... َو1َ9َْ�َ,� َ�ْ�َ,ُ.ْ� َوَ�ْ�َ
 اNُ�َْ�ى ا��Hِ> َ��َرْآَ,� ِ��َ.�   

And We placed, between them and the towns which We 
had blessed,  
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Mujahid, Al-Hasan, Sa`id bin Jubayr and Malik, who 
narrated it from Zayd bin Aslam, and Qatadah, Ad-
Dahhak, As-Suddi, Ibn Zayd and others -- all said that;  

this means the towns of Syria.  

It means they used to travel from Yemen to Syria 
via towns easy to be seen and connected to one 
another.  

Al-Awfi reported that Ibn Abbas said,  

"`The towns which We had blessed by putting 
Jerusalem among them.''  

...Gًُ�ى َ��ِهَ�ًة ...   

towns easy to be seen,  

meaning, clear and visible, known to travelers, so 
they could take their noontime rest in one town 
and stay overnight in another.  

Allah says:  

...َوGَ"�ْرَن� ِ��َ.� ا���ْ�َ� ...   

and We made the stages (of journey) between them 
easy.  

meaning, `We made it in a way that met the 
needs of the travelers.'  

 ...
١٨B@ ِس�ُ�وا ِ��َ.� َ�َ��ِ�َ> َوَأی��ًم� cِمِ,�َ  

Travel in them safely both by night and day.  

means, those who travel in them will be safe both 
by night and by day.  

�ا َأن4َُ�ُ.ْ� 
 َأْس�4َِرَن� َوَ�َ�َُ�ْ�َ "ْEِ��َ �,َا َر����ُ�Nَ�َ...  

But they said: "Our Lord! Make the stages between our 
journey longer,'' and they wronged themselves;  

They failed to appreciate this blessing, as Ibn Abbas, 
Mujahid, Al-Hasan and others said:  
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"They wanted to travel long distances through 
empty wilderness where they would need to carry 
provisions with them and would have to travel 
through intense heat in a state of fear.''  

...�J ُمَ+�ٍق 1َWَ�َْ�َ,�ُهْ� َأَ��ِدیhَ َوَم+�Gَْ,�ُهْ� ُآ...   

so We made them as tales (in the land), and We 
dispersed them all totally.  

means, `We made them something for people to 
talk about when they converse in the evening, 
how Allah plotted against them and dispersed 
them after they had been together living a life of 
luxury, and they were scattered here and there 
throughout the land.'  

So, the Arabs say of a people when they are 
dispersed,  

"They have been scattered like Saba','' in all 
directions.  

 ...�$Tَ IJ&ُI� 3�ََی�ٍت Sَ�ٍِرِإن� ِ�> َذ�  ١٩B@ �ٍر َشُ&

Verily, in this are indeed signs for every steadfast, 
grateful.  

In the punishment which these people suffered, 
the way in which their blessings and good health 
were turned into vengeance for their disbelief and 
sins, is a lesson and an indication for every 
person who is steadfast in the face of adversity 
and grateful for blessings.  

Imam Ahmad recorded that Sa`d bin Abi Waqqas, may 
Allah be pleased with him, said,  

"The Messenger of Allah said:  

َ" َر��ُ� Uُ$ْWِEَ ِمْ
 �kَGَِء اِ{ َ:�1ََ�� ِ�ْ�ُِ�َ �ٌ�ْ)َ �ُ�َ�Tَِإْن َأ 
ِْ̀مِ
 
ِْ̀مُ 9َُْ̀� اْ�ُ َ" َر��ُ� َوTََ$َ�، ُیِ�َ Dٌ$َ�Vُِم �ُHْ�َ�Tََوَشَ&َ�، َوِإْن َأ

Dِ َی1ُ�َ�َْ.� ِإَ�� ِ�> اْمَ�َأِ:� َNْQا�� <�ِ �Hْ�َ َشْ>ٍء IJُآ <�ِ 
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I am amazed at what Allah has decreed for the 
believer; if something good befalls him, He 
praises his Lord and gives thanks, and if 
something bad befalls him, he praises his Lord 
and has patience. The believer will be rewarded 
for everything, even the morsel of food which he 
lifts to his wife's mouth.''  

This was also recorded by An-Nasa'i in Al-Yawm 
wal-Laylah.  

There is a corroborating report in the Two Sahihs, 
where a Hadith narrated by Abu Hurayrah, may 
Allah be pleased with him, says:  

ِْ̀مِ
 َ�� َیkِNْ> اُ{ َ:�kَGَ �ُ�َ ��َ�1ًَء ِإ��� َآ�َن َ(ْ�ً�ا َ�ُ�، ِإْن  ُ�ْ�ِ �$ًWَEَ
 �َ$َTَ َض��اُء �ُHْ�َ�Tََس��اُء َشَ&َ� َ�َ&�َن َ(ْ�ً�ا َ�ُ�، َوِإْن َأ �ُHْ�َ�Tََأ

 
ِْ̀م  َ�َ&�َن َ(ْ�ً�ا َ�ُ�، َوsَ�ْ�َ َذSَ�ِ ِ�َ;َ�ٍ" ِإ��� ِ�ْ�ُ

How amazing is the affair of the believer! Allah 
does not decree anything for him but it is good 
for him. If something good happens to him, he 
gives thanks, and that is good for him; if 
something bad happens to him, he bears it with 
patience, and that is good for him. This is not for 
anyone except the believer.''  

It was reported that Qatadah said: 2َی"ٍت �ُ�*� َ/.�"ٍر ِإ َ 3َن� ِ�� َذِ
 Verily, in this are indeed signs for every)   َ�ُ��ٍر

steadfast, grateful). It was Mutarrif who used to say:  

"How blessed is the grateful, patient servant. If 
he is given something, he gives thanks, and if he 
is tested, he bears it with patience.''  

  

 
َIم �ًNِإ�� َ�ِ�ی �ُ�1ُ$َ�:��َ �ُ�,�َ sُ��ِ�ِْإ �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ َق�"Tَ "ْNَ�ََو
 
ِْ̀مِ,�َ  اْ�ُ

34:20 And indeed Iblis did prove true his thought 
about them, and they followed him, all except a 
group of true believers.  
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ِْ̀مُ 
 ُسvَ�ْـٍ
 ِإ�� ِ�َ,1َْ�َ� َم
 ُیIم �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ �ُ�َ َوَم� َآ�َن

 ُهَ� ِمْ,َ.� ِ�� َش7S َوَر�Eَ SَQَ�� ُآIJ َشْ�ٍء ْ�ِ����ِ(َ�ِة ِم

 �ٌ�4ُ�َ 

34:21 And he had no authority over them, -- except 
that We might test him who believes in the 
Hereafter, from him who is in doubt about it. And 

your Lord is Watchful over everything.      

 How Iblis' thought about the Disbeliever proved True 

Having mentioned Saba' and how they followed their desires, 
and the Shaytan, Allah tells us about their counterparts among 
those who follow Iblis and their own desires, and who go 
against wisdom and true guidance.  

Allah says:  

 �ُ�,�َ sُ��ِ�ِْإ �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ َق�"Tَ "ْNَ�ََو ...  

And indeed Iblis did prove true his thought about them,  

Ibn Abbas, may Allah be pleased with him, and others 
said that this Ayah is like the Ayah where Allah tells us 
about how Iblis refused to prostrate to Adam, peace be 
upon him, then said:  

 Dِ
 َأ(�ْ�َ:ِ
 ِإَ�� َیْ�ِم اNِ�َْ�ـَْ[ِ�َ ���َEَ Uََهـَ!ا ا��ِ!ى َآ��ْم SَHََأَرَءْی
?ً��ِGَ َإ�� �ُHَی�Iُذر �
&َ,ِHَ�ْ�َ 

See this one whom You have honored above me, 
if You give me respite to the Day of Resurrection, 
I will surely seize and mislead his offspring all but 
a few! (17:62)  

 
Eَـِ,ِ.ْ� َو
 َأْیَْEَ4ِ�ِْ.ْ� َو)َ 

 َأْیِ"یِ.ْ� َوِمِْ�ْ�َ 
Iُث�� �ِ:َ�,�ُ.� م
 
 َشَ3ِئِ�ِ.ْ� َوَ� َ:Wُِ" َأْآOََ�ُهْ� َشـِ&ِ�یَ
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Then I will come to them from before them and 
behind them, from their right and from their left, 
and You will not find most of them as thankful 
ones. (7:17)  

And there are many Ayat which refer to this 
matter.  

 ...
ِْ̀مِ,�َ 
 اْ�َُIم �Nًِإ��� َ�ِ�ی �ُ�1ُ$َ�:��َ @٢٠B  

and they followed him, all except a group of true 
believers.  


 ُس�vَ�ٍْن Iم �.ِ�ْ�َEَ �ُ�َ َوَم� َآ�َن ...  

And he (Iblis) had no authority over them,  

Ibn Abbas, may Allah be pleased with him said,  

"This means, he had no proof.''  

 ...��ِ 
ِْ̀مُ 
 ُهَ� ِمْ,َ.� ِ�> َش7S ِإ��� ِ�َ,1َْ�َ� َم
 ُیْ�...3�ِْ(َ�ِة ِم  

except that We might test him who believes in the 
Hereafter, from him who is in doubt about it.  

means, `We gave him power over them only to 
show who believes in the Hereafter and that it will 
come to pass.'  

The people will be brought to account and 
rewarded or punished accordingly, so that he will 
worship his Lord properly in this world -- and to 
distinguish these believers from those who are in 
doubt about the Hereafter.  

�َوَر�Eَ SَQَ�� ُآIJ َشْ>ٍء �4ِ�َ... ٌ @٢١B  

And your Lord is a Watchful over everything.  

means, despite His watching, those who follow 
Iblis go astray, but by His watching and care, the 
believers who follow the Messengers are saved.  
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 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Iم �ْHُْEََز 
�ْا ا��ِ!یَEُاْد JِGُ َل�NَOَُن ِم�&ُ�َِ� َیْ
 
َذر�ٍة ِ�� ا���َـَ�ِت َوَ� ِ�� ا��ْرِض َوَم� َ�ُ.ْ� ِ��ِ.َ� ِم

 �ٍ�.ِ�َ 
Iِشْ�ٍك َوَم� َ�ُ� ِمْ,ُ.ْ� م 

34:22 Say: "Call upon those whom you assert 
besides Allah, they possess not even the weight of a 
speck of dust, either in the heavens or on the earth, 
nor have they any share in either, nor there is for 
Him any supporter from among them.''  


 َأِذَن َ�ُ� ْ َوَ� َ:,4َُ� ا�4َ�nـEِ Dُ1َ,َ"ُ� ِإ�� ِ�َ

34:23 Intercession with Him profits not except for 
him whom He permits.  

 �ْ&ُQَل َر��Gَ ْا َم�َذا��ُ�Gَ �ْ.ِ�ِ��ُGُ 
Eَ َعI+�ُ ِإَذا ��H�َ 

So much so that when fear is banished from their 
hearts, they say: "What is it that your Lord has 
said?''  

ُ��ْا اْ�َ#_� َوُهَ� اQ��ِ1َ�ْ اْ�َ&ِ$�ُ� �Gَ 

They say the truth. And He is the Most High, the 
Most Great.   

 The Helplessness of the gods of the Idolators Here  

Allah states clearly that He is the One and Only God, the Self-
Sufficient Master, Who has no peer or partner; He is 
independent in His command and there is no one who can share 
or dispute with Him in that, or overturn His command.  

So, He says:  


 ُدوِن ا���ِ� Iم �HُْEََز 
�ا ا��ِ!یَEُاْد JِGُ ...  

Say: "Call upon those whom you assert besides Allah...''  

meaning, the gods who are worshipped besides 
Allah.  
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�َن ِم�NَOَْل َذر�ٍة ِ�> ا���َ�َواِت َوَ�� ِ�> اْ�َ;ْرِض ... &ُ�ِ...َ�� َیْ  

they possess not even the weight of a speck of dust, 
either in the heavens or on the earth,  

This is like the Ayah:  

�ٍ�ِvْGِ 
�َن ِم&ُ�ِ�َن ِم
 ُدوِنِ� َم� َیْEُ"ْ:َ 
 َوا��ِ!یَ

And those, whom you invoke or call upon instead 
of Him, own not even a Qitmir. (35:13)  

...َوَم� َ�ُ.ْ� ِ��ِ.َ� ِم
 ِشْ�ٍك ...   

nor have they any share in either,  

means, they do not possess anything, either 
independently or as partners.  

 ...�ٍ�.ِ�َ 
I٢٢@ َوَم� َ�ُ� ِمْ,ُ.� مB  

nor there is for Him any supporter from among them.  

means, nor does Allah have among these rivals 
any whose support He seeks in any matter; on 
the contrary, all of creation is in need of Him and 
is enslaved by Him.  

Then Allah says:  


 َأِذَن َ�ُ� ْ... َوَ�� َ:,4َُ� ا�Eِ DُEَ�4َ�n,َ"ُ� ِإ��� ِ�َ  

Intercession with Him profits not except for him whom 
He permits.  

meaning, because of His might, majesty and 
pride, no one would dare to intercede with Him in 
any matter, except after being granted His 
permission to intercede.  

As Allah says:  

�ُ4َnَْذا ا��ِ!ى َی 
  Eِ,َ"ُ� ِإ�� zِ�ِْذِنِ�َم

Who is he that can intercede with Him except 
with His permission? (2:255)  
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 "ِ1ْ�َ 

 م�Sٍ�َ ِ�� ا���َـَ�ِت َ� ُ:5ِْ,� َش4َـHُ1َُ.ْ� َشْ�]ً� ِإ�� ِمIَوَآْ� م

 َی3nَُء َوَیْ�َض�  َأن َیْ;َذَن ا���ُ� ِ�َ

And there are many angels in the heavens, 
whose intercession will avail nothing except after 
Allah has given leave for whom He wills and is 
pleased with. (53:26)  

�َنNُ4ِnُْم �ِHِ�َnْ)َ 
ْIَوُهْ� م �kَ:َاْر 
ِ1ُ4َ�َن ِإ�� ِ�َnَْوَ� َی 

and they cannot intercede except for him with 
whom He is pleased. And they stand in awe for 
fear of Him. (21:28) 

It was reported in the Two Sahihs through more than 
one chain of narration that the Messenger of Allah, who 
is the leader of the sons of Adam and the greatest 
intercessor before Allah, will go to stand in Al-Maqam 
Al-Mahmud (the praised position) to intercede for all of 
mankind when their Lord comes to pass judgement upon 
them.  

He said:  

 �<�َEَ yُHَ4َْوَی ،<,ِEَ"ََم�َاش�َء اُ{ َأْن َی <,ِEُ"َ�َ�َ ��َ�1َ:َ }ِ "ُWُْس;َ�َ
َ#�ِمَ" َ�� ُأ�Vِ�َْ.� اْ��َن، ُث�� ُی�Nَُلَ�ِ : JْGَُو Sَاْرَ�ْ� َرْأَس "ُ�َی�ُمَ#
 ��4nَ:ُ �ْ4ََواْش ،�ُvَ1ْ:ُ Jَْوَس ،�َْ�ْ:ُ 

Then I will prostrate to Allah, may He be exalted, 
and He will leave me (in that position), as long as 
Allah wills, and He will inspire me to speak words 
of praise which I cannot mention now. Then it will 
be said, "O Muhammad, raise your head.  

- Speak, you will be heard;  

- ask, you will be given;  

- intercede, your intercession will be 
accepted...''  

ُ��ا اْ�َ#_� ... �Gَ �ْ&ُQَل َر��Gَ ا َم�َذا��ُ�Gَ �ْ.ِ�ِ��ُGُ 
Eَ َعI+�ُ ِإَذا ��H�َ...  
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So much so that when fear is banished from their hearts, 
they say:  

"What is it that your Lord has said!''  

They say the truth.  

This also refers to the great degree of His might 
and power. When He speaks words of revelation, 
the inhabitants of the heavens hear what He says, 
and they tremble with fear (of Allah) so much 
that they swoon.  

This was the view of Ibn Mas`ud, may Allah be 
pleased with him, Masruq and others.  

(ْ5ِ�ِ��ُ�ُ  � So much so that when fear is) َ:9�8 ِإَذا �7�َُع َ
banished from their hearts) means,  

when the fear leaves their hearts.  

Ibn Abbas, Ibn Umar, Abu Abdur-Rahman As-Sulami, 
Ash-Sha`bi, Ibrahim An-Nakha`i, Ad-Dhahhak, Al-Hasan 

and Qatadah said concerning the Ayah,   �َ:9�8 ِإَذا �7�َُع َ
 �;<َ�ا َم"َذا َ�"َل َر�=ُ�ْ) َ�"ُ�ا اُْ"�َ (ْ5ِ�ِ��ُ�ُ  (So much so that when 

fear is banished from their hearts, they say: "What is it 
that your Lord has said!'' They say the truth),  

"When the fear is lifted from their hearts.''  

When this happens, some of them say to others, 
"What did your Lord say!''  

Those (angels) who are carrying the Throne tell 
those who are next to them, then they in turn 
pass it on to those who are next to them, and so 
on, until the news reaches the inhabitants of the 

lowest heaven. Allah says, �;<َ�ا اُْ"�َ (They say the 
truth) meaning,  

they report what He said, without adding 
or taking away anything.  

٢٣B@ َوُهَ� اQ<�ِ1َ�ْ اْ�َ&ِ$�ُ�...   

And He is the Most High, the Most Great.  
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In his Tafsir of this Ayah in his Sahih, Al-Bukhari 
recorded that Abu Hurayrah, may Allah be pleased with 
him said,  

"The Prophet of Allah said:  

 �.َHِ#َ,ِ9ْ;َ�ِ Dُ&ََ��ِئِإَذا �kَGَ اُ{ َ:�1ََ�� اْ�َ;ْمَ� ِ�> ا���َ�ِء َضUِ�َ�َ اْ�َ

ْEَ َعI+�ُ َذاzِ�َ ،اٍن�َ4ْTَ ��َEَ Dٌ�َ�ِ�َْآَ;ن�ُ� ِس،�ِ�ِ�ْNَ�ِ �1ًَن�kْ)ُ �ْ.ِ�ِ��ُGُ 

ُ��ا�Gَ :َل�Gَ ا ِ���ِ!ي��ُ�Gَ ْ�؟&ُQَل َر��Gَ َم�َذا : Q<�ِ1َ�ْا �اْ�َ#_�، َوُهَ
 �ُkُ1ْ�َ َهَ&َ!ا �ِاْ�َ&ِ$�ُ�، َ�َ�ْ�َ1َُ.� ُمHَ�ِْ�ُق ا���ِْ�، َوُمHَ�ِْ�ُق ا���ْ

�ْ�َ �َnَُس4َْ��ُن ِ�َ�ِ"ِ� َ�َ#��َ�َ.�، َوَن mَTََق 1ْ�ٍَ� َوَو�ْ�َ �ِ1ِ�ِ�Tََأ 
َ
 
ُ� اْ�َ&ِ�َ�Nِ�ْ�ُ�َ Dََ.� ِإَ�� َمْ
 َ:ْ#Hَُ�، ُث�� ُی�Nِ�َْ.� اْ��َ(ُ� ِإَ�� َمَْ�ْ�َ�َ
� َأْدَرَآُ� َ���ُ�َ ،
َ:ْ#�Hْ�َ ،�ُHَ ُیEَ �.َ�َNِ�َْ�� ِ�َ��ِن ا����ِ�ِ� َأِو اْ�َ&�ِهِ

� Jَ$ْGَ َأْن ُیْ"ِرَآُ�، َ�َ�ْ&ِ!ُب ا�Inَ.�ُب Jَ$ْGَ َأْن ُیNِ�َْ�َ.�، َوُر��َ� َأ�Nَ�َْه
َأ�Gَ "ْGَ sَ�ْ�ََل َ�َ,� َیْ�َم َآَ!ا َوَآَ!ا، َآَ!ا : َم1ََ.� ِم�َئDَ َآْ!�Nَ�ُ�َ Dٍ�َُل

 َوَآَ!ا؟ Vَ�ُ�َ"�ُق Sَ�ْHِ�ِ اْ�َ&ِ�َDِ ا��Hِ> ُسِUْ1َ ِمَ
 ا���َ�ء 

When Allah decrees a matter in heaven, the 
angels beat their wings in submission to His 
Words, making a sound like a chain striking a 
smooth rock. When the fear is banished from 
their hearts, they say, "What is it that your Lord 
has said!''  

They say the truth, and He is the Most High, the 
Most Great.  

Then the one who is listening out hears that, and 
those who are listening out are standing one 
above the other. --  

Sufyan (one of the narrators) demonstrated with 
his hand, holding it vertically with the fingers 
outspread.  

So he hears what is said and passes it on to the 
one below him, and that one passes it to the one 
who is below him, and so on until it reaches the 
lips of the soothsayer or fortune-teller.  

Maybe a meteor will hit him before he can pass 
anything on, or maybe he will pass it on before he 
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is hit. He tells a hundred lies alongside it, but it 
will be said, "Did he not tell us that on such and 
such a day, such and such would happen?''  

So they believe him because of the one thing 
which was heard from heaven.''  

This was recorded by Al-Bukhari, not by Muslim. 
Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah also 
recorded it.  

And Allah knows best.  

  


 ا���َـَ�ِت َوا��ْرِض َIم �ْ&ُGَُیْ�ُز 
 JْGُ َم

34:24 Say: "Who gives you provision from the 
heavens and the earth!''  

 JِGُ ا���ُ� 

Say: "Allah.  


 َوِإن�3 َأٍ�$ِQم Jٍْو ِإی��ُآْ� 1َ�ََ�� ُهً"ى َأْو ِ�� َضَ�ـ 

And verily, (either) we or you are rightly guided or 
in plain error.''  

ُ��َن َ1ْ:َ ��Eَ Jَُ3 َأ9َْ�ْمَ,� َوَ� ُنْ�ـ�Eَ َن� JGُ �� ُ:ْ�ـَُ�

34:25 Say: "You will not be asked about our sins, 
nor shall we be asked of what you do.''  

ُ� َ�ْ�َ,َ,� َر�Qَ,� ُث�� َیI_#َ�ْ��ِ �,َ,َ�ْ�َ yُHَ4ْ َوُهَ� ا��H4َ�ُْح َWَْی JْGُ
 ا1َ�ِْ��ُ� 

34:26 Say: "Our Lord will assemble us all together, 
then He will judge between us with truth. And He is 
the Just Judge, the All-Knower of the true state of 
affairs.''  
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JْGُ َأُروِنَ� ا��!ِیَ
 َأْ�َ#HُNْْ� ِ�ِ� ُشَ�َآ3َء َآ?� Jْ�َ ُهَ� ا���ُ� 
   ا1َ�ِْ+یُ+ اْ�ْ#ِ&�ُ�

34:27 Say: "Show me those whom you have joined 
with Him as partners.  

Nay! But He is Allah, the Almighty, the All-Wise.''     

 Allah has no partner in anything whatsoever  

Allah says:  


 ا���َ�َواِت َواْ�َ;ْرِض JِGُ ا���ُ� َIم �&ُGَُیْ�ُز 
... JْGُ َم  

Say: "Who gives you provision from the heavens and the 
earth!''  

Say: "Allah.  

Allah tells us that He is unique in His power of 
creation and His giving of provision, and that He 
is unique in His divinity also. As they used to 
admit that no one in heaven or on earth except 
Allah gave them provision, i.e., by sending down 
water and causing crops to grow, so they should 
also realize that there is no god worthy of worship 
besides Him.  

 ...
ٍ�$ِQ٢٤@ َوِإن�� َأْو ِإی��ُآْ� 1َ�ََ�� ُهً"ى َأْو ِ�> َضَ��ٍل مB  

And verily, (either) we or you are rightly guided or in 
plain error.  

`One of the two sides must be speaking 
falsehood, and one must be telling the truth. 
There is no way that you and we could both be 
following true guidance, or could both be 
misguided. Only one of us can be correct, and we 
have produced the proof of Tawhid which 
indicates that your Shirk must be false.'  

Allah says:  
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َوِإن�� َأْو ِإی��ُآْ� 1َ�ََ�� ُهً"ى َأْو ِ�> َض... ٍ�$ِQَ��ٍل م  

And verily, (either) we or you are rightly guided or in 
plain error.  

Qatadah said,  

"The Companions of Muhammad said this to the 
idolators: `By Allah, we and you cannot be 
following the same thing, only one of us can be 
truly guided.'''  

Ikrimah and Ziyad bin Abi Maryam said,  

"It means: we are rightly guided and you are in 
plain error.''  

ُ��َنَ1ْ:َ ��Eَ َأ9َْ�ْمَ,� َوَ�� ُنْ�َ;ُل ��Eَ َن��ُ;َ�ْ:ُ ��� JGُ @٢٥B  

Say:  

"You will not be asked about our sins, nor shall we be 
asked of what you do.''  

This indicates disowning them, saying, `you do 
not belong to us and we do not belong to you, 
because we call people to Allah, to believe that He 
is the Only God and to worship Him alone. If you 
respond, then you will belong to us and we to 
you, but if you reject our call, then we have 
nothing to do with you and you have nothing to 
do with us.'  

This is like the Ayat:  

 JَُEْ3 َأ�ُ�ُ&ْ� َأنHُْ� َ�ِ�یُ]�َن ِمَEَ �ْ&ُ�ََو ��َِEَ �I� JNُ�َ َك�َوِإن َآ!�ُ�
ُ��َن َ1ْ:َ ��Iَوَأَنْ� َ�ِ�ىٌء م 

And if they deny you, say: "For me are my deeds 
and for you are your deeds! You are innocent of 
what I do, and I am innocent of what you do!'' 
(10:41)  

 JْGُ یَ;یQَ.� اْ�َ&ـ4ُِ�وَن 
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 َ� َأEُْ$ُ" َم� َ:1ُْ$ُ"وَن 

 "ُ$ُEْـِ$ُ"وَن َم3 َأEَ �ْHَُوَ� َأن 

 �ْQ:"$َEَ م�� "ٌ�ِ�Eَ 3َوَ� َأَن 

 "ُ$ُEْـِ$ُ"وَن َم3 َأEَ �ْHَُوَ� َأن 


 َ�ُ&ْ� ِدیُ,ُ&ْ� َوِ�َ� ِدیِ

Say:  

"O disbelievers! I worship not that which you 
worship, Nor will you worship that which I 
worship. And I shall not worship that which you 
are worshipping. Nor will you worship that which I 
worship. To you be your religion, and to me my 
religion.'' (104:1-6) 

,َ�ْ�َ �َُWَْی JْGُ �,َQَر� �,َ ...  

Say: "Our Lord will assemble us all together...''  

means, `on the Day of Resurrection, He will bring 
all of creation together in one arena, then He will 
judge between us with truth, i.e., with justice.'  

 ...�ْ��ِ �,َ,َ�ْ�َ yُHَ4ُْث�� َی I_#َ...  

then He will judge between us with truth.  

Each person will be rewarded or punished 
according to his deeds; if they are good, then his 
end will be good, and if they are bad, then his 
end will be bad. On that Day they will know who 
has attained victory, glory and eternal happiness, 
as Allah says:  

�َن Gُ��4َHََمِ]ٍ! َی��ُم ا����DُEَ َیْNُ:َ َم� َوَیْ

ُ��ْا ا��Vـِ�َ#ـUِ َ�ُ.ْ� ِ�� َرْوَضDٍ ُیْ#َ$ُ�وَن ِEَْا َو� َ�َ;م�� ا��ِ!یَ
 َءاَمُ,

3Nَِء ا��ِ(َ�ِة َ�ُ;ْوَ�ـِ]Sَ ِ�� َوَأم�� ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وْا َوَآ!�ُ��ْا ِ�ـَ�َیـHَِ,� َوِ�
 ا1َ�َْ!اِب ُمْ#kَُ�وَن 
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And on the Day when the Hour will be established 
-- that Day shall (all men) be separated. Then as 
for those who believed and did righteous good 
deeds, such shall be honored and made to enjoy 
luxurious life (forever) in a Garden of Delight. And 
as for those who disbelieved and denied Our 
Ayat, and the meeting of the Hereafter, such 
shall be brought forth to the torment. (30:14-16)  

Allah says:  

٢٦B@ َوُهَ� ا��H4َ�ُْح ا1َ�ِْ��ُ�...   

And He is the Just Judge, the All-Knower of the true 
state of affairs. 

... JْGُ َأُروِن> ا��ِ!یَ
 َأْ�َ#�HُNْ ِ�ِ� ُشَ�َآ�ء   

Say: "Show me those whom you have joined with Him as 
partners...''  

means, `show me those gods whom you made as 
rivals and equals to Allah.'  

... َآ���. ..  

Nay,  

means, He has no peer, rival, partner or equal.  

Allah says:  

...Jْ�َ ُهَ� ا���ُ� ...   

But He is Allah,  

meaning, the One and Only God Who has no 
partner.  

٢٧B@ ا1َ�ِْ+یُ+ اْ�َ#ِ&�ُ�...   

the Almighty, the All-Wise.  

means, the Owner of might with which He 
subjugates and controls all things, the One Who is 
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Wise in all His Words and deeds, Laws and 
decrees. Blessed and exalted and sanctified be He 
far above all that they say.  

And Allah knows best.  

 

I� Dً��3ِإ�� َآ Sََوَم3 َأْرَسْ�َ,ـ �َOََأْآ �
�,��ِس ��nِ�ًَا َوَنِ!ی�ًا َوَ�ـِ&
�َن  ا�,��ِس َ� َی1َْ�ُ

34:28 And We have not sent you except as a giver 
of glad tidings and a warner to all mankind, and 
most of men know not.  

 
َ�Gِ"ِـTَ �ْHُ,ِإن ُآ "ُEْ�ُ��َن َم�Hَ َهـَ!ا اْ�َ�Nَُوَی 

34:29 And they say: "When is this promise if you 
are truthful!''  

JGُ ��ُ&� م�1َ�Iُد َیْ�ٍم �� َ:Hَ�ْـَِ%ُ�وَن Eَْ,ُ� َس�DًEَ َوَ� 
 َ:NْHَ�ِْ"ُم�َن 

34:30 Say: "The appointment to you is for a Day, 
which you cannot put back for an hour nor put 

forward.''      

 The Prophet was sent to all of Mankind   

Allah says to His servant and Messenger Muhammad: 

... َوَم� َأْرَسْ�َ,�َك ِإ��� َآ����I� Dً,��ِس �nِ�ًَ�ا َوَنِ!یً�ا   

And We have not sent you except as a giver of glad 
tidings and a warner to all mankind,  

i.e., to all of creation among those who are 
accountable for their deeds.  

This is like the Ayah:  
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�1ً� JْGُ َیَ;یQَ.� ا�,��ُس ِإن�I َرُس�ُل ا���ِ� ِإَ�ْ�ُ&ْ� 9َِ

Say: "O mankind! Verily, I am sent to you all as 
the Messenger of Allah.'' (7:158)  


 َنِ!ی�ًا َ��َن 1َ�ْ�ِـَ�ِ&ُ�َ�ِ �ِ"ِ$ْEَ ��َEَ َن�Gَ�ْ4ُ�َْرَك ا��ِ!ى َن+�َل ا�$َ:َ 

Blessed be He Who sent down the Criterion to His 
servant that he may be a warner to the all 
creatures. (25:1)  

...�nِ�ًَ�ا َوَنِ!یً�ا ...   

a giver of glad tidings and a warner means,  

to bring the glad tidings of Paradise to those who 
obey you and to warn of the fire of Hell to those 
who disobey you.  

This is like the Ayat:  

�َن...   ٢٨B@ َوَ�ِ&
� َأْآOََ� ا�,��ِس َ�� َی1َْ�ُ

and most of men know not.  

 �ُOََوَم3 َأْآ 
ِْ̀مِ,�َ ُ�ِ UَTْ�َ�َ � ا�,��ِس َوَ�ْ

And most of mankind will not believe even if you 
desire it eagerly. (12:103)  


 َسِ$�Jِ ا���ِ�Eَ َك�Q�kِا��ْرِض ُی ��ِ 
 َوِإن ُ:vِْ� َأْآOََ� َم

And if you obey most of those on the earth, they 
will mislead you far away from Allah's path. 
(6:116) 

Muhammad bin Ka`b said concerning the Ayah:  "َوَم
 And We have not sent you except to) َأْرَسْ�َ&"َك ِإ�" َآ"��ً? ��&�"ِس

all mankind) meaning, to all the people.  

Qatadah said concerning this Ayah,  

"Allah, may He be exalted, sent Muhammad to 
both the Arabs and the non-Arabs, so the most 
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honored of them with Allah is the one who is most 
obedient to Allah.''  

In the Two Sahihs it was reported that Jabir, may Allah 
be pleased with him said,  

"The Messenger of Allah said:  

<�ِ$ْGَ اْ�َ;ْنِ$َ��ِء 

� َأَ�ٌ" ِمَ.ُvَ1ُْی �ْ�َ ��ًْ)َ Uُ�vِEْْ�ُت : ُأVُِن
KِEْQ����ِ َمِ��َ�َة َشْ.ٍ�، َوUْ�َ1ِ9ُ ِ�َ> اْ�َ;ْرُض َمWِ�ًْ"ا َوَ~ُ.�ًرا، 
� َرJٍ9ُ ِمْ
 ُأم�Hِ> َأْدَرَآHُْ� ا��Vَ��ُة IJVَ�ُ�ْ�َ، َوُأUْ���ِ ِ�َ> ا5َ�َْ,�َQِئُ� َ�َ;ی

َوَ�ْ� َ:ِ#Gَ "ٍ�َ;َ�ِ �Jْ$ِ�>، َوُأUُ�vِEْ ا�DَEَ�4َ�n، َوَآ�َن ا�,�ِ$>Q ُیhُ1َ$ْ ِإَ�� 
 Dم��Eَ ِإَ�� ا�,��ِس UُOْ1ِ�َُو Dً�T�)َ �ِِم�ْGَ 

I have been given five things which were not 
given to any of the Prophets before me.  

• I have been aided by fear (the distance of) 
a month's journey.  

• The entire earth has been made a Masjid 
and a means of purification for me, so that 
when the time for prayer comes, any man 
of my Ummah should pray.  

• The spoils of war have been made 
permissible for me, whereas they were not 
permitted for any before me.  

• I have been given the power of 
intercession; and  

• the Prophets before me were sent to their 
own people, but I have been sent to all of 
mankind.''  

It was also recorded in the Sahih that the Messenger of 
Allah said:  

 � UُOْ1ِ�ُ ِإَ�� اْ�َ;ْسَ�ِد َواْ�َ;ْ�َ

I have been sent to the black and the red.  

Mujahid said,  

"This means to the Jinn and to mankind.''  
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Others said that it meant the Arabs and the non-
Arabs.  

Both meanings are correct.  

 How the Disbelievers asked about when the Resurrection 

would happen, and the Response to Them  

Allah tells us how the disbelievers believed it unlikely that the 
Hour would ever come to pass:  


َ�Gِِد�Tَ �ْHُ,ِإن ُآ "ُEْ�ُ��َن َم�Hَ َهَ!ا اْ�َ�Nُ٢٩@ َوَیB  

And they say: "When is this promise if you are truthful!''  

This is like the Ayah:  

�َن ِمْ,َ.� Nُ4ِnْْا ُم�ِْ̀مُ,�َن ِ�َ.� َوا��ِ!یَ
 َءاَمُ, َیJُWِ1ْHَ�ْ ِ�َ.� ا��ِ!یَ
 َ� ُی
Q_#َ�َْن َأن�َ.� ا� َوَی1َْ�ُ

Those who believe not therein seek to hasten it, 
while those who believe are fearful of it, and 
know that it is the very truth... (42:18)  

Then Allah says:  

  ٣٠B@ JGُ ��ُ&� م�1َ�Iُد َیْ�ٍم ��� َ:Hَ�ْْ;ِ(ُ�وَن Eَْ,ُ� َس�DًEَ َوَ�� َ:NْHَ�ِْ"ُم�َن

Say: "The appointment to you is for a Day, which you 
cannot for an hour move back nor forward.''  

meaning, `you have an appointed time which is 
fixed and cannot be changed or altered. When it 
comes, you will not be able to put it back or bring 
it forward,' as Allah says:  

 �ُ�)َ̀  ِإن� َأJَ9َ ا���ِ� ِإَذا 39ََء َ� ُی

Verily, the term of Allah when it comes, 
cannot be delayed. (71:4)  

َ̀(Iُ�ُ� ِإ�� ��Jٍ9َ م�1ُْ"وٍد   َوَم� ُن

 َیْ�َم َیْ;ِت َ� َ:َ&��ُ� َنsٌ4ْ ِإ�� zِ�ِْذِنِ� َ�ِْ,ُ.ْ� َش��Nِ َوَس�1ٌِ" 
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And We delay it only for a term (already) 
fixed. On the Day when it comes, no 
person shall speak except by His leave. 
Some among them will be wretched and 
(others) blessed. (11:104-105) 

  

ِْ̀مَ
 ِ�َ.ـَ!ا اNُ�ْْ�َءاِن َوَ� ِ����ِ!ى  Qن 
َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وْا َ�

 َیَ"ْیِ� َ�ْ�َ 

34:31 And those who disbelieve say: "We believe 
not in this Qur'an nor in that which was before it.''  

ُ��َن Eِ,َ" َر�Iِ.ْ� َی9ِ�ُْ� �Gُ��َن َمَْوَ�ْ� َ:َ�ى ِإِذ ا���ـِ�ُ
 kُ1ْ�َُ.ْ� ِإَ�� 1ْ�ٍَ� 

But if you could see when the wrongdoers are made 
to stand before their Lord, how they will cast the 
(blaming) word one to another!  

 �ْHَُأن �َ�4ُ1ِ�ْا ِ���ِ!یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وْا َ�ْkْHُاْس 
�ُل ا��ِ!یَNَُل َی�ْNَ�ْا
 
ِْ̀مِ,�َ  َ�ُ&,�� ُم

Those who were deemed weak will say to those 
who were arrogant: "Had it not been for you, we 
should certainly have been believers!'' 

4ُ1ِ�ْا َأَنْ#ُ
 Tََ"دَنـُ&ْ�  kْHُاْس 
�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وْا ِ���ِ!یَ

 اْ�ُ.َ"ى 1ْ�ََ" ِإْذ 39ََءُآْ� ِEَ 

34:32 And those who were arrogant will say to 
those who were deemed weak:  

"Did we keep you back from guidance after it had 
come to you?  

 
 Jْ�َ ُآ,Hُْ� مWْQِ�ِم�َ

Nay, but you were criminals.''  
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 Jِ�َْمْ&ُ� ا�� Jْ�َ ُ�وْا$َ&ْHَاْس 
4ُ1ِ�ْا ِ���ِ!یَkْHُاْس 
َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 َوا�,�َ.�ِر ِإْذ َ:ْ;ُمُ�وَنَ,3 َأن ن�ْ&4َُ� ِ�����ِ� 

34:33 Those who were deemed weak will say to 
those who were arrogant: "Nay, but it was your 
plotting by night and day, when you ordered us to 
disbelieve in Allah and set up rivals to Him!''  

َ��� َرَأُوْا ْا1َ�ََ!اَب  Dَوْا ا�,�َ"اَمQَأنَ"ادًا َوَأَس� �ُ�َ Jَ1َWَْوَن 

And each of them (parties) will conceal their own 
regrets, when they behold the torment.  

 َو1َ9َْ�َ,� ا��xَْ�ـJَ ِ�� َأEَْ,�ِق ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وْا 

And We shall put iron collars round the necks of 
those who disbelieved.  

ُ��َن   َهJْ ُیWَْ+ْوَن ِإ�� َم� َآ�ُن�ْا َی1َْ
Are they requited aught except what they used to 
do!   

 How the Disbelievers have agreed in this World to deny the 

Truth, and how They will dispute with One Another on the Day 

of Resurrection  

Allah tells us about the excessive wrongdoing and stubbornness 
of the disbelievers, and their insistence on not believing in the 
Holy Qur'an and what it tells them about the Resurrection.  

Allah says:  

ِْ̀مَ
 ِ�َ.َ!ا اc�ْNُ�ِْن َوَ�� ِ����ِ!ي َ�ْ�َ
 َیَ"ْیِ�  Qن 
... َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وا َ�  

And those who disbelieve say: "We believe not in this 
Qur'an nor in that which was before it.''  

 ... �ْ.ِIَر� "َ,Eِ َن��ُ�Gُ��َن َمْ...َوَ�ْ� َ:َ�ى ِإِذ ا����ِ�ُ  
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But if you could see when the wrongdoers are made to 
stand before their Lord,  

Allah threatens them and warns them of the humiliating 
position they will be in before Him, arguing and disputing 
with one another:  

4ُ1ِ�ا ... kْHُاْس 
�ُل ا��ِ!یَNَُل َی�ْNَ�ِْإَ�� 1ْ�ٍَ� ا �ْ.ُkُ1ْ�َ �ُ9ِ�َْی...  

how they will cast the (blaming) word one to another! 
Those who were deemed weak (this refers to the 
followers) --  

...ِ���ِ!یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وا ...   

to those who were arrogant -- (this refers to the leaders 
and masters) --  

 ...
ِْ̀مِ,�َ �َ�� َأنHُْ� َ�ُ&,�� ُمْ�َ @٣١B  

Had it not been for you, we should certainly have been 
believers!  

meaning, `if you had not stopped us, we would 
have followed the Messengers and believed in 
what they brought.'  

4ُ1ِ�ا kْHُاْس 
... �Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وا ِ���ِ!یَ  

And those who were arrogant will say to those who were 
deemed weak:  

i.e. their leaders and masters, those who were 

arrogant, will say to them:  


 اْ�ُ.َ"ى 1ْ�ََ" ِإْذ �9َءُآ� ... ِEَ �ْْدَن�ُآ"َTَ 
...َأَنْ#ُ  

Did we keep you back from guidance after it had come to 
you?  

meaning, `we did nothing more to you than to 
call you, and you followed us without any 
evidence or proof, and you went against the 
evidence and proof which the Messengers brought 
because of your own desires; it was your own 
choice.'  
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They will say:  

 ...
٣٢B@ Jْ�َ ُآ,�Hُ مWْQِ�ِم�َ  

4ُ1ِ�ا ِ���ِ!kْHُاْس 
... یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وا Jْ�َ َمْ&ُ� ا���Jِ�ْ َوا�,�َ.�ِر َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ  

"...Nay, but you were criminals.''  

Those who were deemed weak will say to those who 
were arrogant:  

"Nay, but it was your plotting by night and day...''  

meaning, `you used to plot against us night and 
day, tempting us with promises and false hopes, 
and telling us that we were truly guided and that 
we were following something, but all of that was 
falsehood and manifest lies.'  

Qatadah and Ibn Zayd said: 5َ"ِر�& Nay, but it) َ�ْ* َمْ�ُ
 ا��ْ'ِ* َوا
was your plotting by night and day), means,  

"You plotted by night and day.''  

Malik narrated something similar from Zayd bin 
Aslam.  

...ِإْذ َ:ْ;ُمُ�وَنَ,� َأن ن�ْ&4َُ� ِ�����ِ� َوَنJَ1َWْ َ�ُ� َأنَ"اًدا ...   

when you ordered us to disbelieve in Allah and set up 
rivals to Him!  

means, `to set up gods as equal to Him, and you 
created doubts and confusion in our minds, and 
you fabricated far-fetched ideas with which to 
lead us astray.'  

َ��� َرَأُوا ا1َ�َْ!اَب ...  Dَوا ا�,�َ"اَمQَوَأَس�...  

And each of them (parties) will conceal their own 
regrets, when they behold the torment.  

means, both the leaders and the followers will 
feel regret for what they did previously.  
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...َو1َ9َْ�َ,� اْ�َ;xَْ��َل ِ�> َأEَْ,�ِق ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وا ...   

And We shall put iron collars round the necks of those 
who disbelieved.  

This is a chain which will tie their hands to their 
necks.  

ُ��َن... ٣٣B@ َهJْ ُیWَْ+ْوَن ِإ��� َم� َآ�ُن�ا َی1َْ  

Are they requited aught except what they used to do.  

means, they will be punished according to their 
deeds: the leaders will be punished according to 
what they did, and the followers will be punished 
according to what they did.  

�َنُ�َ1ْ:َ �� 
 �Gََل ِ�ُ&7J ِضmٌ1ْ َوَ�ـِ&

He will say: "For each one there is double 
(torment), but you know not.'' (7:38) 

Ibn Abi Hatim recorded that Abu Hurayrah, may Allah be 
pleased with him, said,  

"The Messenger of Allah said:  

 �ْ�َ�َ Dً#َ4ْ�َ �ْ.ُHْ#َ4َ�َ ُهْ� َ�َ.ُ$َ.�، ُث����N�َ:َ �.َ�ُِس�َ_ ِإَ�ْ�َ.� َأْه ��ِإن� 9ََ.,�َ� َ�
�ب َیْ$َ_ َ�ْ#ٌ� ِإ��� Gُ�ْ1ُ�ْا ��َEَ lَNََس 

When the people of Hell are driven towards it, it 
will meet them with its flames, then the Fire will 
burn their faces and the flesh will all fall to their 
hamstrings.''  

  


 ن�ِ!یٍ� ِإ�� �Gََل Iم Dٍْ�َیGَ ��ِ �,َ�ْ3 َوَم3 َأْرَسَ�ُ��َه3 ِإن�� ِ�َHُْم
 ُأْرِسHُ�ْْ� ِ�ِ� َآـ4ُِ�وَن 

34:34 And We did not send a warner to a township 
but those who were given the worldly wealth and 
luxuries among them said: "We believe not in what 
you have been sent with.''  
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ُ��ْا َنْ#ُ
 َأْآOَـ�Gََو 
َ��ِ�!1َُ�ِ 
 ُ� َأْمَ�ً� َوَأْوَ�ـ"ًا َوَم� َنْ#ُ

34:35 And they say: "We are more in wealth and in 
children, and we are not going to be punished.''  

 �َOََأْآ �

 َی3nَُء َوَیNِْ"ُر َوَ�ـِ&JْGُ ِإن� َر��I َیْ$lُ�ُ ا��Iْزَق ِ�َ
�َن ا�,��ِس َ� َی1َْ�ُ 

34:36 Say: "Verily, my Lord expands the provision 
to whom He wills and restricts, but most men know 
not.''  

َوَم3 َأْمَ�ُ�ُ&ْ� َوَ� َأْوَ�ـُ"ُآْ� Eِ �ْ&ُ�ُI�Nَ:ُ �Hِ����ِ,َ"َن� ُز�4َ�ْ ِإ�� 
Tَ Jَـِ�#ً� ِEََو 
 َمْ
 َءاَمَ

34:37 And it is not your wealth, nor your children 
that bring you nearer to Us, but only he who 
believes, and does righteous deeds;  

ُ��ْا َوُهْ� ِ�� ِEَ �َ�ِ mِ1ْIkُء ا�c+َ9َ �ْ.ُ�َ Sَ[ِْوَ�ـ;ُ�َ
 ا5ُ�ُْ�َ�ـUِ َءاِمُ,�َن

as for such, there will be multiple rewards for what 
they did, and they will reside in the high dwellings 
(Paradise) in peace and security.  

َوا��ِ!یَ
 َی1َ�ْْ�َن ِ�� َءاَیـHَِ,� ُم1َـWِِ+یَ
 ُأْوَ�ـِ]Sَ ِ�� ا1َ�َْ!اِب  
 ُمْ#kَُ�وَن 

34:38 And those who strive against Our Ayat, to 
frustrate them, they will be brought to the torment. 


 َی3nَء ِمْ
 Eَِ$�ِدِ� َوَیNِْ"ُر َ�ُ�  JْGُ ِإن� َرّ�� َیْ$lُ�ُ ا�ّ�ْزَق ِ�َ

34:39 Say: "Truly my Lord expands the provision for 
whom He wills of His servants, and (also) restricts 
(it) for him,  
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�
َوَم3 َأنHُNْ4َْ� ّم
 َشْ�ء َ�ُ.ََ�Gِا���اِز �ُ�ْ)َ �  ُیْ%4ُ�ُِ� َوُهَ

and whatsoever you spend of anything, He will 
replace it. for He is the Best of those Who grant 
Sustenance.  

 How Those Who lived a Life of Luxury disbelieved in the 

Messengers and were misled by Their pursuit of Wealth and 

Children  

Allah is consoling His Prophet and commanding him to follow 
the example of the Messengers that came before him. He tells 
him that no Prophet was ever sent to a township but those 
among its people who lived a life of luxury disbelieved in him, 
and the weaker people of the town followed him.  

The people of Nuh, peace be upon him, said to him:  

ِْ̀مُ
 Sَ�َ َوا:�Sَ1َ$َ ا��ْرَذُ��َن  َأُن

Shall we believe in you, when the weakest (of the 
people) follow you. (26:110)  

Sَ1َ$َ�:ُهْ� َأَراِذُ�َ,� َ��ِدَى ا���ْأى َوَم� َنَ�اَك ا 
  ِإ�� ا��ِ!یَ

nor do we see any follow you but the meanest among us 
and they (too) followed you without thinking. (11:27)  

The leaders among the people of Salih said:  

�ِمْGَ 

 َءاَمَ
 ِمْ,ُ.ْ� �Gََل اْ�َ� ا��ِ!یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وْا ِمْ4ُ1ِ�ْا ِ�َkْHُاْس 
ِ� ِ���ِ!یَ
ِْ̀مُ,�َن  ُ��ْا ِإن�� ِ�َ3 ُأْرِسJَ ِ�ِ� ُم�Gَ �ِIر�� 
Iم Jٌْ�َسQـِ�#ً� مTَ َن َأن�� َأَ:1َْ�ُ

 �Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 اْسHَْ&َ$ُ�وْا ِإن�� ِ����ِ!ى َءاَم,Hُْ� ِ�ِ� َآـ4ُِ�وَن 

The leaders of those who were arrogant among his 
people said to those who were counted weak -- to such 
of them as believed: "Know you that Salih is one sent 
from his Lord.''  

They said: "We indeed believe in that with which he has 
been sent.''  
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Those who were arrogant said: "Verily, we disbelieve in 
that which you believe in.'' (7:75-76).  

And Allah said:  

 sَ�ْ�َ3 َأ,َ,ِ�ْ�َ 
Iم �.ِ�ْ�َEَ �ُا��� �
ُ̀�ِء َم �ْا َأَهـ��Nُ�َI� �ٍ1ْ$َ�ِ �ْ.ُkَ1ْ�َ ��,Hَ�َ Sَ�ِ!َوَآ
 
 ا���ُ� ِ�َ;�n���ِ �َ�َEْـِ&ِ�یَ

Thus We have tried some of them with others, that they 
might say: "Is it these (poor believers) that Allah has 
favored from among us!''  

Does not Allah know best those who are grateful! (6:53)  

 َوَآ!Sَ�ِ 1َ9َْ�َ,� ِ�> ُآGَ IJْ�َیDٍ َأَآـِ$َ� ُمWِْ�ِم�َ.� ِ�َ�ُْ&ُ�وْا ِ��َ.�

And thus We have set up in every town great ones of its 
wicked people to plot therein. (6:123)  

and,  

�ُل ْNَ�ْا �.َ�ْ�َEَ �_#َ�َ �.َ��ِ ْا�Nُ�َ4َ�َ �.َ��ِ�َHَْأَمْ�َن� ُم Dًْ�َیGَ Sَ�ِ.ْQَأَرْدَن3 َأن ن cَوِإَذ
 َ�َ"م�ْ�َن�َه� َ:ْ"ِم�ً�ا 

And when We decide to destroy a town (population), We 
(first) send a definite order to those among them who 
lead a life of luxury. Then, they transgress therein, and 
thus the Word (of torment) is justified against it (them). 
Then We destroy it with complete destruction. (17:16)   

And Allah says here:  


 ن�ِ!یٍ� Iم Dٍْ�َیGَ <�ِ �,َ�َْوَم� َأْرَس ...  

And We did not send a warner to a township,  

meaning a Prophet or a Messenger,  

َ�ُ��َه� ... Hَْل ُم�Gَ ِإ���...  

but those who were given the worldly wealth and 
luxuries among them,  

means, those who enjoyed a life of riches and 
luxury, and positions of leadership.  
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Qatadah said,  

"They are their tyrants, chiefs and leaders in 
evil.''  

٣٤B@ ِإن�� ِ�َ� ُأْرِس�Hُ�ْ ِ�ِ� َآ�ِ�ُ�وَن...  

We believe not in the (Message) with which you have 
been sent.  

means, `we do not believe in it and we will not 
follow it.'  

Allah tells us that those who enjoyed a life of luxury and who 
disbelieved the Messengers said:  


َ��ِ�!1َُ�ِ 
ُ��ا َنْ#ُ
 َأْآOَُ� َأْمَ�اً�� َوَأْوَ��ًدا َوَم� َنْ#ُ�Gَ٣٥@ َوB  

And they say: "We are more in wealth and in children, 
and we are not going to be punished.''  

meaning, they were proud of their great wealth 
and great numbers of children, and they believed 
that this was a sign that Allah loved them and 
cared for them, and that if He gave them this in 
this world, He would not punish them in the 
Hereafter. This was too far-fetched.  

Allah says:  

 
 َأَیْ#َ�ُ$�َن َأن�َ� ُنِ"Qُهْ� ِ�ِ� ِم
 م��ٍل َوَ�ِ,�َ

 ُنَ��ِرُع َ�ُ.ْ� ِ�� اْ�َ%ْ�َ�ِت J�َ �� َی1ُnُْ�وَن 

Do they think that in wealth and children with 
which We enlarge them We hasten unto them 
with good things. 

Nay, but they perceive not. (23:55-56)  

 <�ِ �.َ�ِ �ْ.ُ�َI!1َ�ُ�ِ �ُُیِ�یُ" ا��� �َ�َ? ُ:Sَ$ْWِ1ْ َأْمَ�ُ�ُ.ْ� َوَ� َأْوَ�ـُ"ُهْ� ِإن�َ
 َوَ:ْ+َهَ_ َأن4ُُ�ُ.ْ� َوُهْ� َآـ4ُِ�وَن اْ�َ#َ��ِة ا�"Qْنَ�� 

So, let not their wealth nor their children amaze 
you; in reality Allah's plan is to punish them with 
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these things in the life of this world, and that 
their souls shall depart while they are 
disbelievers. (9:55) 

and,  

 َذْرِن� َوَمْ
 َ(UُNْ�َ َوِ��"ًا 

 َوUُ�ْ1َ9َ َ�ُ� َم�ً� م�ُْ"ودًا 

 َوَ�ِ,�َ
 ُشُ.�دًا 

ِ.�"ًا ْ:َ �ُ�َ Qَوَم.�"ت 

ُ� َأْن َأِزیَ" َvُْث�� َی 

 َآ?� ِإن�ُ� آ�ن ��َیـEَ �,َHِِ,�"ًا 

1ُ�دًا Tَ �ُNَُسُ;ْرِه 

Leave Me Alone (to deal) with whom I created 
lonely. And then granted him resources in 
abundance. And children to be by his side. And 
made life smooth and comfortable for him. After 
all that he desires that I should give more.  

Nay! Verily, he has been opposing Our Ayat. I 
shall oblige him to face a severe torment! (74:11-
17)  

And Allah has told us about the story of the owner 
of those two gardens, that he had wealth and 
crops and children, but that could not help him at 
all when all of that was taken from him in this 
world, before he reached the Hereafter.  

Allah says here:  


 َی�nَء َوَیNِْ"ُر ... JْGُ ِإن� َر�I> َیْ$lُ�ُ ا��Iْزَق ِ�َ  

Say: "Verily, my Lord expands the provision to whom He 
wills and restricts...''  

meaning, He gives wealth to those whom He 
loves and those whom He does not love, and He 
makes poor whom He wills and makes rich whom 
He wills. He has complete wisdom and clear 
proof,  
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�َن... ٣٦B@ َوَ�ِ&
� َأْآOََ� ا�,��ِس َ�� َی1َْ�ُ  

but most men know not.  

Then Allah says:  

I�Nَ:ُ <Hِ����ِ اُ�ُ&ْ� َوَ�� َأْوَ��ُدُآ��... ُ�ُ&ْ� Eِ,َ"َن� ُز�4َ�ْ َوَم� َأْمَ  

And it is not your wealth, nor your children that bring 
you nearer to Us,  

meaning, `these things are not a sign that We 
love you or care for you.'  

Imam Ahmad, may Allah have mercy on him, recorded 
that Abu Hurayrah, may Allah be pleased with him, said 
that the Messenger of Allah said:  

�ِرُآْ� َوَأْمَ�اِ�ُ&ْ�، َوَ�ِ&ْ
 ِإن�َ� َیْ,ُ�ُ� َTُ ��َِإن� اَ{ َ:�1ََ�� َ�� َیْ,ُ�ُ� ِإ
 �&ُ�ِ�َEَْوَأ �ْ&ُ�ِ��ُGُ ��َِإ 

Allah does not look at your outward appearance 
or your wealth, rather He looks at your hearts 
and your deeds.  

Muslim and Ibn Majah also recorded this.  

Allah says:  

 ... �#ً�ِ�Tَ JَِEََو 
...ِإ��� َمْ
 cَمَ  

but only he who believes, and does righteous deeds;  

meaning, `only faith and righteous deeds will 
bring you closer to Us.'  

ُ��ا ... ِEَ �َ�ِ mِ1ْIk9ََ+اء ا� �ْ.ُ�َ Sَ[ِ�َْو;ُ�َ...  

as for such, there will be multiple rewards for what they 
did,  

means, the reward will be multiplied for them 
between ten and seven hundred times.  

�َنَوُهْ� ِ�> ا5ُ�ُْ�َ��ِت cِمُ,...  @٣٧B  
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and they will reside in the high dwellings in peace and 
security.  

means, in the lofty dwellings of Paradise, safe 
from all misery, fear and harm, and from any evil 
they could fear.  

Ibn Abi Hatim recorded that Ali, may Allah be pleased 
with him, said that the Messenger of Allah said:  

 
�ُنَ.� ِمْvُ�ُِنَ.�، َو�vُ�ُ 
ِإن� ِ�> اDِ�,Wَ�ْ 5ُ�ََ�ً�� ُ:َ�ى ُ�ُ.�ُرَه� ِمْ
�ِرَه� .ُ�ُ 

In Paradise there are lofty rooms whose outside 
can be seen from the inside and whose inside can 
be seen from the outside.  

A Bedouin asked, "Who are they for?''  

He said:  

 Jِ�ْ�����ِ ���Tََ��َم، َوIV�1ََم، َوَأَداَم ا��vاْ�َ&َ��َم، َوَأْ~1ََ� ا� Kَ��~َ 
َْ�ِ
 َوا�,��ُس ِنَ��م 

For those who speak well, feed the hungry, 
persist in fasting and pray at night while people 
are asleep.  

 
... َوا��ِ!یَ
 َی1َ�ْْ�َن ِ�> cَی�ِ:َ,� ُم9ِ�1َِ+یَ  

And those who strive against Our Ayat, to frustrate 
them,  

means, those who try to block people from the 
path of Allah and from following His Messengers 
and believing in His signs,  

٣٨B@ ُأْوَ�ِ]Sَ ِ�> ا1َ�َْ!اِب ُمْ#kَُ�وَن...   

they will be brought to the torment.  

means, they will all be punished for their deeds, 
each one accordingly.  


 َی�nَء ِمْ
 Eَِ$�ِدِ� َوَیNِْ"ُر َ�ُ� ... JْGُ ِإن� َر�I> َیْ$lُ�ُ ا��Iْزَق ِ�َ  
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Say: "Truly, my Lord expands the provision for whom He 
wills of His servants, and (also) restricts (it) for him...''  

means, according to His wisdom, He gives a lot of 
provision to one, and gives very little to another. 
He has great wisdom in doing so, which cannot be 
comprehended by anyone but Him.  

This is like the Ayah:  

 Uٍ1ْ�ٍَ� َوَ�?�ِ(َ�ُة َأْآَ$ُ� َدَر9َـ ��َEَ �ْ.ُkَ1ْ�َ �,َ�ْ�k�َ mَ�ْانُ�ْ� َآ
 ?ً�kِ4ْ:َ �ُ$ََوَأْآ 

See how We favor one above another, and verily, 
the Hereafter will be greater in degrees and 
greater in favor. (17:21) 

This means that just as there are differences 
between them in this world -- where one may be 
poor and in straitened circumstances while 
another is rich and enjoys a life of plenty -- so 
they will be in the Hereafter. There one will reside 
in apartments in the highest levels of Paradise, 
whilst another will be in the lowest levels of Hell.  

As the Prophet said, describing the best of people 
in this world:  

 ��:َc � Gَْ" َأyَ�َ�ْ َمْ
 َأْسَ�َ� َوُرِزَق َآ�4ًَ�� َوGَ,�1َُ� اُ{ ِ�َ

He truly succeeds who becomes Muslim and is 
given just enough provision and Allah makes him 
content with what He has given.''  

It was recorded by Muslim.  


 َشْ>ٍء َ�ُ.َ� ُی4ُ�ِ%ُْ� ... Iم �HُNْ4ََوَم� َأن....  

and whatsoever you spend of anything, He will replace it.  

means, `whatever you spend in the ways that He 
has commanded you and permitted you, He will 
compensate you for it in this world by giving you 
something else instead, and in the Hereafter by 
giving you reward.'  
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It was reported that the Prophet said:  

�ُل اُ{ َ:�1ََ��Nَُی : S�ْ�َEَ _ْ4َِأْن4ِْ_، ُأْن 

Allah says: "Spend, I will spend on you.''  

In another Hadith it is reported that;  

every morning, two angels come, and one says, 
"O Allah, bring destruction upon the one who 
withholds (does not spend).'' The other one says, 
"O Allah, give compensation to the one who 
spends.''  

And the Messenger of Allah said:  

 ��ً��َGِْذي ا1َ�ْْ�ِش ِإ 
 َأْن4ِْ_ ِ�َ��ُل، َوَ�� َ:ْ%َ� ِمْ

Spend, O Bilal, and do not fear that the One Who 
is on the Throne will withhold from you. 

 ..
َ�Gِا���اِز �ُ�ْ)َ �  ٣٩B@ َوُهَ

for He is the Best of those Who grant Sustenance. 

  

َُ̀�ِء ِإی��ُآْ�  �ُل ِ�ْ�ََ�ـِ]َ&Dِ َأَهـNُ1ً� ُث�� َی�َوَیْ�َم َیْ#nُُ�ُهْ� 9َِ
 َآ�ُن�ْا َی1ُْ$ُ"وَن 

34:40 And (remember) the Day when He will gather 
them all together, then He will say to the angels: 
"Was it you that these people used to worship!''  

ُ��ْا ُسْ$َ#ـَ,Sَ َأنUَ َوQ��َِ,� ِم
 ُدوِنِ.ْ� Jْ�َ َآ�ُن�ْا َی1ُْ$ُ"وَن  �Gَ
ِْ̀مُ,�َن  Qُ�ُه� ِ�ِ.� مOََأْآـ �
Wِ�ْا 

34:41 They (the angels) will say: "Glorified be You! 
You are our Protector instead of them. Nay, but 
they used to worship the Jinn; most of them were 
believers in them.''  
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�ُل Nُ1ٍْ� ن�14ًْ� َوَ� َضّ�ًا َوَن$َ�ِ �ْ&ُkُ1ْ�َ Sُ�ِ�َم َ� َیْْ�َ�ْ��َ
�ْا Eََ!اَب ا�,�Gُْا ُذو�ُ�َ�َ 
ُ��َنِ���ِ!یَI!&َ:ُ �.َ�ِ �Hُ,ُآ �Hِِر ا���   

34:42 So Today, none of you can profit or harm one 
another. And We shall say to those who did wrong: 
"Taste the torment of the Fire which you used to 
deny.''   

 The Angels will disown Their Worshippers on the Day of 

Resurrection  

Allah tells,  

 Dِ&ََ��ِئ�ُل ِ�ْ�َNُ�1ً ُث�� َی�... َوَیْ�َم َیْ#nُُ�ُهْ� 9َِ  

And (remember) the Day when He will gather them all 
together, then He will say to the angels:  

Allah tells us that on the Day of Resurrection, He 
will rebuke the idolators before all of creation. He 
will ask the angels whom the idolators used to 
worship, claiming that their idols were in the form 
of these angels and that they could bring them 
nearer to Allah.  

He will ask the angels:  

َُ̀��ء ِإی��ُآْ� َآ...  ٤٠B@ �ُن�ا َی1ُْ$ُ"وَنَأَه  

Was it you that these people used to worship?  

meaning, `did you command them to worship 
you!'  

Allah says in Surah Al-Furqan:  

Jَ�$ِا ا����Qَُ̀�ِء َأْم ُهْ� َض�  َأَءنHُْ� َأْضEِ �ْHُ�ْ�ََ$�ِدى َهـ

Was it you who misled these My servants or did 
they (themselves) stray from the (right) path? 
(25:17) 
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And He will say to `Isa, peace be upon him:  

َأَءنUَ�Gُ Uَ ِ��,��ِس ا:�ِ%ُ!وِن� َوُأمIَ� ِإَ�ـَ.ْ�ِ
 ِم
 ُدوِن ا���ِ� �Gََل 
�ِ ��ِ sَ�ْ�َ َل َم��Gُُن ِ�� َأْن َأ� َ#_7ُسْ$َ#ـَ,Sَ َم� َیُ&

Did you say unto men: "Worship me and my 
mother as two gods besides Allah,'  

He will say: "Glory be to You! It was not for me to 
say what I had no right (to say).'' (5:116)  

ُ��ا �Gَ ...  

They (the angels) will say:  

 ... Sَُسْ$َ#�َن...  

Glorified be You!  

meaning, exalted and sanctified be You above the 
notion that there could be any god besides You.  

...َأنUَ َوQ��َِ,� ِم
 ُدوِنِ.� ...   

You are our Protector instead of them.  

means, we are Your servants and we disown 
these people before You.  

 ...Jْ�َ �
Wِ�ْا َی1ُْ$ُ"وَن ا�... َآ�ُن  

Nay, but they used to worship the Jinn;  

meaning, the Shayatin, because they are the 
ones who made idol worship attractive to them 
and who misguided them.  

ِْ̀مُ,�َن...  Qُ�ُه� ِ�ِ.� مOَ٤١@ َأْآB  

most of them were believers in them.  

This is like the Ayah:  

�َن ِإ�� َشvَ�ْـ,ً� م�ِ�ی"ًا Eُ"َْوِإن َی �ًOُدوِنِ� ِإ�� ِإَنـ 
�َن ِمEُ"ِْإن َی 

 ��1ََ,ُ� ا���ُ�
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They invoke nothing but females besides Him, 
and they invoke nothing but Shaytan, a 
persistent rebel! Allah cursed him. (4:117-118)  

Allah says:  

�َم َ�� َیْkُ1ْ�َ Sُ�ُِ&ْ� ِ�َ$1ٍْ� ن��1ً4ْ َوَ�� َض��ا ْ�َ�ْ��َ ...  

So Today, none of you can profit or harm one another.  

means, `none of those idols and rivals whom you 
hoped would benefit you, will be of any avail to 
you, those whom you worshipped in the hope that 
they would help you at times of stress and 
calamity. Today they will have no power either to 
benefit you or to harm you.'  

�ا ... ُ�َ�َ 
�ُل ِ���ِ!یَNَُوَن...  

And We shall say to those who did wrong: -- meaning 
the idolators --  

ُ��َن... I!&َ:ُ �.َ�ِ �Hُ,ُآ <Hِاَب ا�,��ِر ا��!َEَ ا�Gُ٤٢@ ُذوB  

"Taste the torment of the Fire which you used to deny.''  

meaning, this will be said to them by way of 
rebuke.  

  

�Gَ ٍت�,َ�ّ�َ �,َHُءاَیـ �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ ��َHْ:ُ َوِإَذا Jٌ9ُْا َم� َهـَ!ا ِإ�� َر��ُ
�� َآ�َن َی1ُْ$ُ" ءا3�َُؤُآْ� Eَ �ُْآ�"Vُُیِ�یُ" َأن َی 

34:43 And when Our Clear Verses are recited to 
them, they say: "This is naught but a man who 
wishes to hinder you from that which your fathers 
used to worship.''  

Gًَ�ى َوHَ4ْQم Sٌ�ِْإ�� ِإ c!َْا َم� َهـ��ُ� 

And they say: "This is nothing but an invented lie.''  
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َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یَ
 َآ4َُ�وْا ِ�ْ�َ#ّ_ َ��� 39َءُهْ� ِإْن َهـَ!c ِإ�� ِسْ#ٌ� 
 
ٌ�$ِQم 

And those who disbelieve say of the truth when it 
has come to them: "This is nothing but evident 
magic!''  

 Sَ�َ$ْGَ �ْ.ِ�ْ�ََنَ.� َوَم3 َأْرَسْ�َ,� ِإ�َوَم3 ءاَ:ْ�َ,ـُ.ْ� ّمْ
 ُآKٍHُ َیْ"ُرُس
 ّم
 ن�ِ!یٍ�

34:44 And We had not given them Scriptures that 
they could study, nor sent to them before you any 
warner.  

 ا��ِ!یَ
 ِم
 Gَ$ِ�ِ.ْ� َوَآ!�َب  

34:45 And those before them denied;  

 َوَم� 5ُ�َ�َ�ْا ِم�nَ1َْر َم3 ءاَ:ْ�َ,ـُ.ْ� َ�َ&!�ُ��ْا ُرُسِ�� 

these have not received even a tenth of what We 
had granted to those (of old); yet they denied My 
Messengers.  

 ِ&�ِ�َ�َ&mَ�ْ َآ�َن َن

Then how (terrible) was My denial!      

 The Saying of the Disbelievers about the Prophets, and its 

refutation  

Allah tells;  

... َوِإَذا ُ:c �ْ.ِ�ْ�َEَ ��َHَْی�ُ:َ,� I��ََ,�ٍت   

And when Our Clear Verses are recited to them,  

Allah tells us that the disbeliever deserve to be severely 
punished by Him, because when His clear Verses were 
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recited to them, and they heard them fresh from the lips 
of His Messenger, they said:  

�� َآ�َن َی$ُ1ُْ"... Eَ �ُْآ�"Vُُیِ�یُ" َأن َی Jٌ9ُا َم� َهَ!ا ِإ��� َر��ُ�Gَ �َْ��ُؤُآc ...  

They say: "This is naught but a man who wishes to 
hinder you from that which your fathers used to 
worship.''  

meaning, that the religion of their fathers was the 
truth and that what the Messenger brought to 
them was false -- may the curse of Allah be upon 
them and their fathers!  

ُ��ا َم� َهَ!ا ِإ��� ِإSٌ�ْ مHَ4ْQً�ى ... �Gََو...  

And they say: "This is nothing but an invented lie.''  

referring to the Qur'an. 

َ��� �9َءُهْ� ِإْن َهَ!ا ِإ��� ِسْ#ٌ�...  I_#َ�ْ�ِ َآ4َُ�وا 

َو�Gََل ا��ِ!یٌَ�$ِQ٤٣@  مB  

And those who disbelieve say of the truth when it has 
come to them: "This is nothing but evident magic!''  

Allah says:  


 ُآKٍHُ َیْ"ُرُس�َنَ.� َوَم� َأْرَسْ�َ,� ِإَ�ْ�ِ.ْ� Sَ�َ$ْGَ ِم
 ن�ِ!یٍ�Iُه� م�,َ�ْ:َc ٤٤@ َوَم�B  

And We had not given them Scriptures that they could 
study, nor sent to them before you any warner.  

meaning, Allah did not reveal any Book to the 
Arabs before the Qur'an, and He did not send any 
Prophet to them before Muhammad. They used to 
wish for that and say, `if only a warner comes to 
us or a Book is revealed to us, we would be more 
guided than others,' but when Allah blessed them 
with that, they disbelieved him and stubbornly 
rejected him.  

Then Allah says:  

 �ْ.ِ�ِ$ْGَ 
... َوَآ!�َب ا��ِ!یَ
 ِم  

And those before them denied;  
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meaning, other nations.  

...َوَم� 5ُ�َ�َ�ا ِم�nَ1َْر َم� cَ:ْ�َ,�ُهْ� ...   

these have not received even a tenth of what We had 
granted to those (of old);  

Ibn Abbas, may Allah be pleased with him, said,  

"Of the power of this world.''  

This was also the view of Qatadah, As-Suddi and Ibn 
Zayd.  

This is like the Ayat:  

َوNَ�َْ" َم&�َ,ـُ.ْ� ِ��َ3 ِإن م�&�,�ـُ&ْ� ِ��ِ� َو1َ9َْ�َ,� َ�ُ.ْ� َسْ1ً� َوَأVَ�ْـ�ًا 
Iـُ�ُهْ� َوَ� َأْ�ِ]َ"ُ:ُ.ْ� مVَ�ْ1ُُ.ْ� َوَ� َأ
 َوَأْ�ِ]َ"ًة َ�َ3 َأEَ �,َxْْ,ُ.ْ� َسْ

َشْ�ٍء ِإْذ َآ�ُن�ْا َیWَْ#ُ"وَن ِ�ـَ�َیـUِ ا���ِ� َوَ��َق ِ�.� م�� َآ�ُن�ْا ِ�ِ� 
 َیHَ�ْْ.ِ+ُءوَن 

And indeed We had firmly established them with 
that wherewith We have not established you! And 
We had assigned them the hearing, seeing, and 
hearts; but their hearing, seeing, and their hearts 
availed them nothing since they used to deny the 
Ayat of Allah, and they were completely encircled 
by that which they used to mock at! (46:26)  

 Dُ$َNِـEَ َآ�َن mَ�َْأَ�َ�ْ� َیِ��ُ�وْا ِ�� ا��ْرِض َ�َ�,ُ�ُ�وْا َآ 
ا��ِ!یَ
 ِم
��ًةGُ �"ِمْ,ُ.ْ� َوَأَش �َOَْا َأْآـ� Gَْ$ِ�ِ.ْ� َآ�ُن

Have they not traveled through the earth and 
seen what was the end of those before them They 
were more in number than them and mightier in 
strength. (40:82)  

but that did not protect them from the 
punishment of Allah, and Allah destroyed them 
because they denied His Messengers.  

Allah says:  

٤٥@ َ�َ&!�ُ��ا ُرُسِ�> َ�َ&mَ�ْ َآ�َن َنِ&�ِ�... B  
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yet they denied My Messengers. Then how (terrible) was 
My denial!  

meaning, `how severe was My wrath and how 
great was My avenging of My Messengers.'  

  

�ُم�ْا ِ���ِ� َمOَْ,� َوُ�َ�اَدى ُث�� Nُ:َ ٍة َأن"َ�ِ�َ�ِ �ْ&ُ�ُEِ3 َأJْGُ ِإن�َ
 

 Dٍ�,9ِ ِإْن ُهَ� ِإ�� َنِ!یٌ� ��ُ&ْ� َ�ْ�َIـِ#ِ$ُ&ْ� مVَ�ِ 4َ&�ُ�وْا َم�Hَ:َ

 َیَ"ْى Eََ!اٍب َشِ"یٍ" 

34:46 Say: "I exhort you to one (thing) only, that 
you stand up for Allah's sake in pairs and singly, 
and reflect, there is no madness in your companion. 
He is only a warner to you in face of a severe 
torment.''   

 Refutation of Their Accusation that the Prophet was Insane  

Allah says:  

 JْGُ ...  

Say:  

Allah says: `Say, O Muhammad, to these 
disbelievers who claim that you are crazy,'  

�اِ�َ"ٍة ... َ�ِ �&ُ�ُEَِأ �...ِإن�َ  

I exhort you to one (thing) only,  

meaning, I am only telling you to one thing, and 
that is:  

 ... Dٍ�,9ِ 
Iم �&ُ$ِ�ِ�Vَ�ِ 4َ&�ُ�وا َم�Hَ:َ َوُ�َ�اَدى ُث�� �,َOْا ِ���ِ� َم��ُمNُ:َ َأن...  

that you stand up for Allah's sake in pairs and singly, 
and reflect, there is no madness in your companion.  
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meaning, `stand sincerely before Allah, without 
being influenced by your own desires or tribal 
feelings, and ask one another, is Muhammad 
crazy Advise one another,' 


واُ��Aَ9ََت �(Cُ  and reflect means,  

let each person look within himself concerning the 
matter of Muhammad, and ask other people about 
him if he is still confused, then let him think 
about the matter.  

Allah says:  (�ُ.ِ:ِ"Dَ�ِ "وا َم
ُ��Aَ9ََت �(Cُ اَدى
َأن َت�Hُُم�ا ِ��Gِ َمFَْ&8 َوُ�َ
 that you stand up for Allah's sake in pairs) م�  ِ#&�ٍ? 

and singly, and reflect, there is no madness in 
your companion).  

This meaning was stated by Mujahid, Muhammad 
bin Ka`b, As-Suddi, Qatadah and others.  

This is what is meant by the Ayah.  

٤٦B@ ِإْن ُهَ� ِإ��� َنِ!یٌ� ��ُ&� َ�ْ�َ
 َیَ"ْي Eََ!اٍب َشِ"یٍ"...   

He is only a warner to you in face of a severe torment.  

Al-Bukhari recorded that Ibn Abbas, may Allah be 
pleased with him, commented on this Ayah:  

"One day, the Prophet climbed up As-Safa' and shouted,  

 ���َ�$َTَ َی� 

O people!  

The Quraysh gathered around him, and said, 
`What is the matter with you?'  

He said,  

 �ْHُ,َْأَم� ُآ �ْ&ُ�I�� َأْ(َ$ْ�ُ:ُ&ْ� َأن� ا1َ�ُْ"و� ُیI$Vَُ#ُ&ْ� َأْو ُیَْ�َ �ْHَُأَرَأْی
 <Iن�GُI"Vَ:ُ 

What do you think If I told you that the enemy 
were approaching and will reach us in the 
morning or in the evening, would you believe me?  
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They said, `Of course.'  

He said:  

 zِ�َنI> َنِ!یٌ� َ�ُ&ْ� َ�ْ�َ
 َیَ"ْي Eََ!اٍب َشِ"ی" 

I am a warner to you in the face of a severe 
punishment.  

Abu Lahab said, `May you perish! You have called 
us together only to tell us this.'  

Then Allah revealed:  

 �K:ََو Kٍ.َ�َ ��َِأ c"ََی Uْ�$:َ 

Perish the two hands of Abu Lahab and 
perish he! (111:1)  

We have already discussed this in our 
Tafsir of the Ayah:  


َ��ِ�َGْا�� Sَ:َ�َ�nِEَ َوَأنِ!ْر   

And warn your tribe of near kindred. (26:214) 

  

 �ْ&ُ�َ �
 َأ9ٍْ� َ�ُ.َIم �&ُHُ�ْ;ََم� َس JْGُ 

34:47 Say: "Whatever wage I might have asked of 
you is yours.  

 ِإْن َأ9ِْ�َى ِإ�� Eََ�� ا���ِ� َوُهَ� Eََ�� ُآIJ َشْ�ٍء َشِ.�ٍ" 

My wage is from Allah only, and He is a Witness 
over all things.''  

Gُ ِب� Jْ ِإن� َر��I َیNِْ!ُف ِ��ْ�َ#_��Eَ Iـُ� ا5ُ�ُْ�

34:48 Say: "Verily, my Lord sends down the truth, 
the All-Knower of the Unseen.''  
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 JْGُ 39ََء اْ�َ#_Q َوَم� ُیْ$ِ"ىُء اْ�َ$ـJُvِ َوَم� ُی�1ُِ"  

34:49 Say: "The truth has come, and the falsehood 
can neither create anything nor resurrect.''  

  �َ$ِ�َ Uُْی"َHََن4ِْ�� َوِإِن اْه ��َEَ QJ3 َأِضJْGُ ِإن َضzِ�َ Uُ�ْ�َن�َ
 Kٌِ�یGَ �ٌ� ُی�ِ�� ِإَ��� َر��I ِإن�ُ� َسِ

34:50 Say: "If (even) I go astray, I shall stray only 
to my own loss. But if I remain guided, it is because 
of the Revelation of my Lord to me. Truly, He is All-
Hearer, Ever Near.''   

 I do not ask for any Reward for conveying the Message  

Allah commands His Messenger to:  

 JْGُ ...  

Say, 

Allah commands His Messenger to say to the idolators:  

 ... �ْ&ُ�َ �
 َأ9ٍْ� َ�ُ.َْIم �&ُHُ�ْ;ََم� َس...  

Whatever wage I might have asked of you is yours.  

meaning, `I do not want anything for conveying 
the Message of Allah to you, advising you and 
telling you to worship Allah.'  

 ...Eَ ا���ِ� ِإْن َأ9ِْ�َي ِإ��� ��َ...  

My wage is from Allah only,  

means, rather I will seek the reward for that with 
Allah.  

٤٧B@ َوُهَ� Eََ�� ُآIJ َشْ>ٍء َشِ.�ٌ"...   

and He is a Witness over all things.  
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means, He knows all things, and He knows 
everything about me and the manner in which I 
am conveying the Message to you, and He knows 
all about you.  

  ٤٨B@ JْGُ ِإن� َر�I> َیNِْ!ُف ِ��ْ�َ#_���Eَ Iُم ا5ُ�ُْ��ِب

Say: "Verily, my Lord sends down the truth, the All-
Knower of the Unseen.''  

This is like the Ayah:  

Qا�� �Nِ�ِْدِ�ُی�$َEِ 
 وَح ِمْ
 َأْمِ�ِ� Eََ�� َم
 َی3nَُء ِمْ

He sends the Revelation by His command to any 
of His servants He wills. (40:15)  

meaning, He sends the angel to whomsoever He 
wills of His servants among the people on earth, 
and He is the All-Knower of the Unseen; nothing 
whatsoever is hidden from Him in the heavens or 
on earth.  

  ٤٩B@ JْGُ �9َء اْ�َ#_Q َوَم� ُیْ$ِ"ُئ اْ�َ$�ِ~Jُ َوَم� ُی�1ُِ"

Say: "The truth has come, and the falsehood can neither 
create anything nor resurrect.''  

means, truth and the great Law have come from 
Allah, and falsehood has gone and has perished 
and vanished.  

This is like the Ayah:  

 Jْ�َ َنNِْ!ُف ِ��ْ�َ#_Eَ Iَ�� اْ�َ$ـJِvِ َ�َ�ْ"َمzِ�َ �ُ5َُذا ُهَ� َزاِهٌ_

Nay, We fling the truth against the falsehood, so 
it destroys it, and behold, it is vanished. (21:18)  

When the Messenger of Allah entered Al-Masjid 
Al-Haram on the day of the conquest of Makkah, 
and found those idols standing around the 
Ka`bah, he started to hit the idols with his bow, 
reciting,  
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 َ_ اْ�َ$ـJُvِ ِإن� اْ�َ$ـJَvِ َآ�َن َزُه��Gً َوJْGُ 39ََء اْ�َ#_Q َوَزَه

And say: "The truth has come and the 
falsehood has vanished. Surely, the 
falsehood is ever bound to vanish.'' 
(17:81)  

and:  

 JْGُ 39ََء اْ�َ#_Q َوَم� ُیْ$ِ"ىُء اْ�َ$ـJُvِ َوَم� ُی�1ُِ" 

Say: "The truth has come, and the 
falsehood can neither create anything nor 
resurrect.'' 

This was recorded by Al-Bukhari, Muslim, At-
Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i.  

 <Iِإَ�>� َر� <�ِ�� ُیَ$ِ�َ Uُْی"َHََن4ِْ�> َوِإِن اْه ��َEَ QJَأِض �... JْGُ ِإن َضzِ�َ Uُ�ْ�َن�َ  

Say: "If (even) I go astray, I shall stray only to my own 
loss. But if I remain guided, it is because of the 
Revelation of my Lord to me...''  

means, all good comes from Allah, and in what 
Allah sends down of revelation and clear truth 
there is guidance and wisdom. So whoever goes 
astray, does so by himself, as Abdullah bin 
Mas`ud, may Allah be pleased with him, said 
when he was asked about some issue. He said,  

"I will say what I think, and if it is correct, then it 
is from Allah, and if it is wrong, then it is from me 
and from the Shaytan, and Allah and His 
Messenger have nothing to do with it.''  

 ...Kٌِ�یGَ �ٌ�٥٠B@ ِإن�ُ� َسِ  

Truly, He is All-Hearer, Ever Near.  

means, He hears all the words of His servants, and He is 
always near to respond to them when they call on Him.  

An-Nasa'i recorded the Hadith of Abu Musa Al-Ash`ari, 
which also appears in the Two Sahihs:  
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 �$ً�Wِِ�یً$� ُمGَ �1ً��َن َسِEُ"ْ:َ ��َن َأ��Tَ َوَ�� �xَِئً$�، ِإن�َEُ"ْ:َ��َ �ْ&ُِإن� 

You are not calling upon one who is deaf or 
absent; you are calling upon One Who is All-
Hearer, Ever Near and Responsive. 

  

 Kٍِ�یGَ م�َ&�ٍن 
�ْا َ�َ? َ�ْ�َت َوُأِ(ُ!وْا ِمEُ+ِ�َ َ�ى ِإْذ:َ � َوَ�ْ

34:51 And if you could but see, when they will be 
terrified with no escape, and they will be seized 
from a near place.  

ُ��ْا َءاَم,�� ِ�ِ� َوَأن�� َ�ُ.ُ� ا��Hَ,�ُوُش ِم
 م�َ&�ِن �1ِ�ٍَ" �Gََو 

34:52 And they will say: "We do believe (now);'' but 
how could they receive (Tanawush) from a place so 
far off.  

ُ��َن Kِ�ْ5َ�ْ��ِ ِم
 م�!ِNَْوَی Jُ$ْـGَ 
 َ&�ٍن �1ِ�ٍَ" َوGَْ" َآـ4َُ�وْا ِ�ِ� ِم

34:53 Indeed they did disbelieve before (in this 
world), and they (used to) conjecture about the 
Unseen, from a far place.  

 
Iْشَ�ـ1ِِ.� م;َ�ِ Jَ1ِ�ُ ��َن َآَ.ُHَnَْم� َی 
َوJَ��ِ َ�ْ�َ,ُ.ْ� َوَ�ْ�َ
Q7 مSْا ِ�� َش� ِ�یJُ$ْGَ Kِ ِإن�ُ.ْ� َآ�ُن

34:54 And a barrier will be set between them and 
that which they desire, as was done in the past with 
the people of their kind. Verily, they have been in 
grave doubt. 

Allah says;  

�ا َ�َ�� َ�ْ�َت Eُ+ِ�َ َ�ى ِإْذ:َ �... َوَ�ْ  

And if you could but see, when they will be terrified with 
no escape,  
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Here Allah says: `if only you could see, O 
Muhammad, when these deniers are terrified on 
the Day of Resurrection, and they have no way of 
escape and nowhere to run to and no refuge.'  

٥١B@ �ٍن Gَِ�یKٍَوُأِ(ُ!وا ِم
 م�َ&...   

and they will be seized from a near place.  

means, they will not even be given the slightest 
chance of escape, but they will be seized from the 
first instant.  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said:  

"When they come forth from their graves.''  

ُ��ا�Gََم,�� ِ�ِ� َوc  ...  

And they will say: "We do believe (now);''  

means, on the Day of Resurrection, they will say, 
`we believe in Allah and His angels, Books and 
Messengers.'  

This is like the Ayah:  

Eِ �ْ.ِْا ُرُءوِس�,َ" َر�Iِ.ْ� َر��َ,3 َوَ�ْ� َ:َ�ى ِإِذ اْ�ُWِْ�ُم�َن َن�ِآُ�
�َن ,ُGِ� َأVَ�ْْ�َن� َوَسِ1َْ,� َ��ْر1ْ9َِ,� َن1َْTَ Jْـِ�#ً� ِإن�� ُم

And if you only could see when the criminals shall 
hang their heads before their Lord (saying): "Our 
Lord! We have now seen and heard, so send us 
back that we will do righteous good deeds. Verily, 
we now believe with certainty.'' (32:12)  

Allah says:  

٥٢B@ َوَأن�� َ�ُ.ُ� ا��Hَ,�ُوُش ِم
 َمَ&�ٍن �1ِ�ٍَ"...   

but how could they receive from a place so far off!  

meaning, how could they attain faith now that 
they are so far removed from the place where it 
could be accepted from them, and they have 
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entered the realm of the Hereafter which is the 
realm of reward and punishment, not the realm of 
trial and testing. If they had believed in this 
world, that would have been good for them, but 
now they have entered the Hereafter, there is no 
way that their faith can be accepted, just as there 
is no way a person can get a thing if he is far 
away from it.  

Mujahid said:  َ&"ُوُش�9-but how could they At  َوَأن�8 َ5ُُ) ا
Tana'wush means,  

How could they attain that?  

Az-Zuhri said,  

They will wish to attain faith when they have 
reached the Hereafter and are cut off from this 
world.  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said,  

They will seek something when they have no way 
of attaining it, they will seek faith from a distant 
place.  

 Jُ$ْGَ 
... َوGَْ" َآ4َُ�وا ِ�ِ� ِم  

Indeed they did disbelieve before,  

means, how can they attain faith in the Hereafter 
when in this world they disbelieved in the truth 
and denied the Messengers?  

ُ��َن ... !ِNْم�َ&�ٍن �1ِ�ٍَ"َوَی 
  ٥٣B@ Kِ�ْ5َ�ْ��ِ ِم

and they (used to) conjecture about the Unseen from a 
far place.  

Malik narrated from Zayd bin Aslam that he said:  ُ��َنKِHَْوَی
 Lِ'ْMَْ"�ِ  (and they (used to) conjecture about the Unseen),  

means, "By guessing.'' as Allah says, Lِ'ْMَْ"�ِ "ً�  َرْ#
guessing at the Unseen. (18:22)  
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Sometimes they said he was a poet, sometimes 
they said he was a soothsayer, or a sorcerer, or a 
mad man, or other baseless comments. They 
denied the idea of resurrection and said:  


ِإن ن�َ�,ِNِ�ْHَ�ُْ�ِ 
ُ�
Q ِإ�� َ�ّ,ً� َوَم� َنْ#ُ 

we do not think it but as a conjecture, and we 
have no firm convincing belief. (45:32) 

Qatadah and Mujahid said,  

"Their belief that there would be no resurrection, 
no Paradise and no Hell was based on mere 
conjecture.''  

�َن .ُHَnَْم� َی 
... َوJَ��ِ َ�ْ�َ,ُ.ْ� َوَ�ْ�َ  

And a barrier will be set between them and that which 
they desire,  

Al-Hasan Al-Basri, Ad-Dahhak and others said,  

"This means faith.''  

As-Suddi said:  

"It means "Repentance.''  

This was also the view of Ibn Jarir, may Allah 
have mercy on him.  

Mujahid said:  �5ُ9ََنNَْوِ:'َ* َ�ْ'َ&5ُْ) َوَ�ْ'َ  َم" َی  (And a barrier will 

be set between them and that which they desire) means,  

"This world and its wealth, luxuries and people.''  

Something similar was narrated from Ibn Umar, 
Ibn Abbas and Ar-Rabi` bin Anas, may Allah be 
pleased with him.  

It is also the opinion of Al-Bukhari and the Group.  

The correct view is that there is no contradiction 
between the two views, for a barrier will be set between 
them and what they desire in this world, and what they 
seek in the Hereafter will be denied from them.  
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 ... Jُ$ْGَ 
Iم �.ِEِ��َْش;َ�ِ Jَ1ِ�ُ �...َآَ  

as was done in the past with the people of their kind.  

means, as happened to the nations of the past 
who disbelieved in the Messengers; when the 
punishment of Allah came upon them, they 
wished that they had believed, but this was not 
accepted from them.  

ُ��ْا َءاَم,�� ِ�����ِ� َوْ�َ"ُ� َوَآـ4َْ�َن� ِ�َ� ُآ,�� ِ�ِ� �Gَ �,ََرَأْوْا َ�ْ;َس ���َ�َ
 nِْ�ِآ�َ
 ُم

 ��ِ Uْ�َ)َ "ْGَ �Hِا���ِ� ا�� Dَ�,َرَأْوْا َ�ْ;َسَ,� ُس ��َ�َ�ْ� َیSُ َی,1ُ4َُ.ْ� ِإیَـُ,ُ.ْ� َ�
 Eَِ$�ِدِ� َوَ(ِ�َ� ُهَ,�Sَ�ِ اْ�َ&ـ4ُِ�وَن 

So, when they saw Our punishment, they said: 
"We believe in Allah Alone and reject (all) that we 
used to associate with Him as (His) partners."  

Then their faith could not avail them when they 
saw Our punishment. (Like) this has been the 
way of Allah in dealing with His servants. And 
there the disbelievers lost utterly. (40:84-85)  

 ...�٥٤B@ ا ِ�> َش7S مQِ�یKٍِإن�ُ.ْ� َآ�ُن   

Verily, they have been in grave doubt.  

means, in this world they had doubts, so their 
faith will not be accepted from them when they 
behold the punishment with their own eyes.  

Qatadah said,  

Beware of doubt. For whoever dies doubting, will 
be raised doubting and whoever dies believing, 
with certainty will be raised believing with 
certainty.  

This is the end of the Tafsir of Surah Saba'. Allah, may He be 
glorified and exalted, is the Guide to the right way.  

 


